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Dec 2 to 18
Alice in Wonderland

Alice in Wonderland ‘Through A Child’s Eyes’ Enjoy the full-length ballet 
from the theatre foyer Alice, bound in curiosity, stumbled into a realm 
where nothing is ordinary, a world she never imagined to see as hers. 
Who is the Cat? The Cheshire with an enigmatic grin. A Caterpillar with 
advice to remember. A Hatter who is mad? The strangest Tea Party. Going 
through the rabbit hole Alice will meet friends who in Wonderland will give 

her an adventure of a lifetime. 

Venue: Theatre, DPAC
Ticket: RM98 to RM128

Goings On November 2022

FOR ENQUIRIES CONTACT
INFO@MEDIATE.COM.MY  T: +603 7932 0668  FREE ADMISSION

FOR MORE INFO VISIT
WWW.KL-LIFESTYLE.COM.MY  150 JALAN MAAROF, BUKIT BANDARAYA, 59200 BANGSAR, KUALA LUMPUR

MUST VISIT ART GALLERY

KL LIFESTYLE ART SPACE
KL Lifestyle Art Space (KLAS) is an art gallery that boasts modern and contemporary 
artworks from Malaysia and around the region.  Through its gallery, KLAS intends to 
inculcate awareness about Malaysian artists and their works. This establishment will 
also provide the service of receiving consignments from artists or individual collectors, 
thereby making their artworks available to interested parties. Today, KLAS is one of 
the leading auction houses in Malaysia that sells high volumes of prized artworks 
during every auction.

Dec 2 & 3
Malaysia Choral Eisteddfod: 

International Choir Festival 2022

Malaysian Choral Eisteddfod (MCE) International Choral Festival 
is an annual event, considered as one of Malaysia’s largest 
and most prestigious choral festivals. It serves as a platform 
for singers, choirs, conductors, and teachers to work with a 
distinguished team of international choral clinicians through our 

series of symposiums, competitions and festival concerts.

Venue: Pentas 1, klpac
Ticket: RM23

Dec 2
Arrival from Sweden — 
The Music from ABBA

After performances in over 70 countries, the wildly popular 
ABBA tribute band “ARRIVAL from Sweden” makes its debut with 
the Malaysian Philharmonic Orchestra (MPO)! From “Money 
Money Money” to “Mamma Mia,” this revival of ABBA’s mega 
hits features uncanny vocals and costumes against a vibrant 
symphonic backdrop. In this unique collaboration with the MPO, 
we celebrate the Swedish sensation which has sold over 400 
million albums since 1971! Conducted by Gerard Salonga. See 

you at Plenary Hall, Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre!

Venue: Plenary Hall, KL Convention Centre
Ticket: Tickets: RM128 to RM598

Dec 3 and 4
Opera Serikandi Nusantara

After the first Malay Opera Puteri Saadong in 2015, by Prof Dr Tazul 
Tajuddin & D’Catz at Work collaborates again this time together with 
klpac, bringing you the sequel – Opera Serikandi Nusantara 2022. 
Supported by CENDANA, Performing Arts Presentation Funding 
Programme, and part of the ticket proceeds will go to Kiwanis Clubs 
of Kuala Lumpur & Klang Central as a community service project for 

the Kiwanis Down Syndrome Centres. 

Venue: Pentas 2, klpac
Ticket: RM43 to RM55

ENTERTAINMENT IN THE CITYENTERTAINMENT IN THE CITY



Goings On November 2022

LEVELS 3 & 5, ILHAM TOWER, NO 8, JALAN BINJAI, 50450 KUALA LUMPUR

EMAIL: INFO@ILHAMGALLERY.COM (FREE ADMISSION)

OPENING HOURS
TUESDAY – SATURDAY (11AM – 7PM) SUNDAYS (11AM – 5PM)  

CLOSED ON MONDAYS AND PUBLIC HOLIDAYS

ILHAM GALLERY KUALA LUMPUR
ILHAM is a public art gallery committed 
to supporting the development, 
understanding and enjoyment of  
Malaysian modern and contemporary art 
within a regional and global context.

MUST VISIT PUBLIC ART GALLERY

Dec 10
Christmas with MPO

While sleigh bells jingle and tree lights twinkle, the MPO spreads 
Christmas cheer with a dazzling holiday program and onstage 
festivities! From lush symphonic renditions of popular carols to nostalgic 
winter favourites, let’s count down the days until Christmas with the 
merry voices of KL’s renowned Dithyrambic Singers! Conducted by 

Gerard Salonga.

Venue: Dewan Fiharmonik Petronas
Ticket: RM198 to RM358

Dec 16 to 18
Evita

The long awaited and welcomed return of Central Queensland 
Conservatorium of Music to Bentley Music Academy this December 
collaborating in one of the all-time great musicals, EVITA by Andrew 
Lloyd Webber and Tim Rice. Directed by Jason Langley and conducted 
by Kevin Field, this semi-staged concert performance is the third 
such event between BMA and CQU and will feature emerging talent 
from Malaysia and Australia, side-by-side with the Orkestra Radio 
Televisyen Malaysia and dancers from Sri Wilayah Ballet Centre. Eva 
Perón, Evita (little Eve or Evie) to her beloved people – virginal Marian 
saint or scheming Jezebel harlot? Perhaps the closest we can come to 
the truth is as reflected by her original namesake, the first woman, as 
Eva herself reflected the fullest realisation of the potentiality of a woman 

in a man’s world.

Venue: Pentas 1, klpac
Ticket: RM68 to RM108

Dec 17
Rajhesh Vaidhya Feel the Strings Live in 

Concert

Live Nation Malaysia is happy to announce that the Los Angeles 
superband, LANY is coming back to Kuala Lumpur for the second 
time with their ‘A November to Remember’ Tour. LANY’s breakthrough 
came with their 2017 self-titled debut, which built an international 
fanbase and led to sold out arenas across the world. The heartbreak 
anthems on their 2018 follow-up Malibu Nights cracked the Billboard 
Album Chart and connected in a huge way across the globe, with their 
2019 collaboration with Lauv, “Mean It,” garnering further attention. 
Fronted by songwriter, lyricist and producer Paul Klein, LANY have 
a social media following of +9 million people, have sold more than 
500,000 tickets worldwide and played sold-out shows from L.A.’s 
Greek Theatre to London’s Brixton Academy. Their songs have been 
streamed over three billion times with more than 750 million video 

views to date.

Venue: World Trade Centre Kuala Lumpur
Ticket: RM89 to RM1,499

Dec 29 and 30
Dancebox December 2022

The Dancebox series is an ongoing project that has been run in 
partnership by MyDance Alliance and The Actors Studio since 2001. 
It is an informal performance platform which presents short works of 
Malaysian dance in a range of genres by established and emerging 
choreographers. This edition of Dancebox will feature choreographers 
Tai Chun Wai, Murni Omar, Faillul Adam, Gwen Ng, and Christine 
Chew, as well as performances by dancers from Han Fong Dance 

Ensemble, Laasya Arts Academy and Iqram Company.

Venue: Pentas 2, klpac
Ticket: RM30

ENTERTAINMENT IN THE CITYENTERTAINMENT IN THE CITY



DECEMBER
2022

TOP MOVIES TO WATCH IN

SAVAGE SALVATION
DEC 2

Sheriff Church (Robert de Niro) and Detective Zeppelin strive to keep the peace in 
their rough town, where residents’ only two interests are the church or oxycodone. 
Newly engaged Shelby John (Jack Huston) and Ruby Red want a fresh start. They 
decide to have a family together and get clean, with the support of Peter, Ruby’s 
brother-in-law (John Malkovich). However Shelby discovers his beloved Ruby dead 
on their porch before she could fulfill her final wish: to be baptized in the river and 
washed away from her past sins. Filled with fiery rage, Shelby embarks on a vengeful 
killing spree to right all the wrong done to Ruby by every link in the drug dealing 
chain. Armed with nothing but adrenaline and a nail gun, Shelby picks off dealers 
and junkies one by one until he gets to the top. Sheriff Church and Detective Zeppelin 
must race against the clock to put an end to Shelby’s vigilante justice before his fight 
with the crime lord Coyote (Quavo) turns the entire town into a bloodbath.

Genre: Action / Thriller
Cast: Robert De Niro, John Malkovich, Randall Emmett, Jack Huston, Willa 
Fitzgerald.

SOMETHING FROM TIFFANY’S
DEC 9

Nothing compares to the magic and excitement of the holidays in New York City, where 
the streets blaze with lights, windows dazzle and a special box from Tiffany could 
change the course of a person’s life. Or several lives. Rachel and Gary (Zoey Deutch, 
Ray Nicholson) are happy enough but not quite ready for that big commitment. Ethan 
and Vanessa (Kendrick Smith Sampson, Shay Mitchell), the perfect picture, are just 
about to make it official. When a simple mix-up of gifts causes all of their paths to cross, 
it sets off a series of twists and unexpected discoveries that lead them where they’re 
truly meant to be. Because love, like life is full of surprises, in the holiday romance 
Something from Tiffany’s.

Genre: Romance / Adaptation
Cast: Zoey Deutch, Shay Mitchell, Jojo T. Gibbs, Kendrick Smith Sampson, Lauren 
Neustadter, Tamara Chestna, Ray Nicholson.

WATCH NOW

GUILLERMO DEL TORO’S PINOCCHIO
DEC 9

A dark, twisted retelling of the famous Carlo Collodi fairy tale about the 
wooden puppet who dreams of becoming a real boy. When Pinocchio 
comes to life, he turns out not to be that nice of a boy, creating mischief 
and playing mean tricks. He eventually learns a few lessons.

Genre: Musical / Animation
Cast: Tilda Swinton, Guillermo del Toro, Cate Blanchett, Allison Abbate, 
Ewan McGregor, Christoph Waltz, John Turturro, Ron Perlman.

BABYLON
DEC 23

A tale of outsized ambition and outrageous excess, it traces the rise and 
fall of multiple characters during an era of unbridled decadence and 
depravity in early Hollywood.

Genre: Drama
Cast: Brad Pitt, Margot Robbie, Damien Chazelle, Lukas Haas, Tobey 
Maguire, Samara Weaving, P.J. Byrne, Jeff Garlin

NANNY
DEC 16

In this psychological horror fable of displacement, Aisha (Anna Diop), 
a woman who recently emigrated from Senegal, is hired to care for the 
daughter of an affluent couple (Michelle Monaghan and Morgan Spector) 
living in New York City. Haunted by the absence of the young son she 
left behind, Aisha hopes her new job will afford her the chance to bring 
him to the U.S., but becomes increasingly unsettled by the family’s volatile 
home life. As his arrival approaches, a violent presence begins to invade 
both her dreams and her reality, threatening the American dream she is 
painstakingly piecing together.

Genre: Drama / Horror
Cast: Michelle Monaghan, Morgan Spector, Leslie Uggams, Nikyatu 
Jusu, Sinqua Walls, Rose Decker, Anna Diop, Zephani Idoko.

RECOMMENDED

RECOMMENDED

RECOMMENDED

RECOMMENDED

RECOMMENDED
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BY HIRANMAYII MOHANAN

Located in the equatorial region, Malaysia is laden 
with nature’s bounty of rainforests, mountain ranges, 
highlands, lowlands, coastal region and not forgetting 
the delectable cuisines. It’s truly a paradise. There’s 
much to do in Malaysia and in this issue, we have 
rounded up some of the most Insta-worthy destinations 
Malaysia has to offer.

DESTINATION: 
MALAYSIA’S INSTA-WORTHY 
SPOTS OF BEAUTY AND WONDER

 KL LIFESTYLE l 11 
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Along the Straits of Johor lies Pulau Rawa, a beautiful coral island you can escape 
to to ease a frazzled urban soul. One side of the island is a beach covered with 
white sand, while the other side has a rocky vertical cliff. Something that is hard 
to avoid upon your arrival at Pulau Rawa is the bright-orange giant slide that 
flows out to the ocean and is where you can unleash your inner child. While 
conventional resorts are available here, the adventurous can opt to camp out 
under the stars after a BBQ dinner.

Pulau Rawa, Johor
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The tall stone spikes known as the Pinnacles of Gunung Mulu are stark karst formations that were 
created as the soft limestone eroded away across millennia. Hidden so far up the mountain, the 
formations are relatively untouched by humankind. The climb to the Pinnacles of Gunung Mulu is 
gruelling and dangerous, so much so that the national park is sometimes used by the Malaysian Army 
for training. However, those who are daring enough to make the trek to the top of the mountain will 
be rewarded with one of the most unique and stunning vistas in the world.

Steeped in history and boasting beautiful architecture, a stroll around The Blue Mansion reveals a 
deep mastery in the artistry and craftsmanship of the building. With its roots dating 3,000 years 
back to the Su Chow Dynasty, the Mansion embodies a confluence of Hakka and Teochew styles 
along with intrinsic Southern Chinese typologies and materials. The Blue Mansion’s mélange of 
diverse influences and motifs may appear incongruous at first, but a closer look unearths an arresting 
architectural mosaic of Scottish cast-iron balusters contrasted with Cantonese timber lattices; English 
Art Nouveau stained glass with Hokkien cut and paste porcelain of Chien Nien works; and Chinese 
calligraphy against trompe l’oeil timber beams. It is in The Blue Mansion where you’ll find various 
cultures and aesthetics coalesce gracefully and elegantly. The Blue Mansion, which has its own 
sense of scale, proportion and space, can be divided into two main components: the main house, 
distinguished by the gables of the main roof, and two elegant side wings.

The Pinnacles, Gunung Mulu National Park
The Blue Mansion, Penang



Sungai Pandan Waterfall
While many associate Pahang with the Rainbow Waterfall at Sungai Lembing, there are  
others that deserve equal if not more recognition, such as the Sungai Pandan Waterfall in 
Kuantan. The place is easily accessible by road and good for families with children. Visitors 
often come here for the unique geological features. However, the place tends to be a little 
crowded on weekends. Sungai Pandan waterfall is the largest multi-tiered waterfall in Peninsular 
Malaysia. It’s a picture-taking haven and also serves as an opportunity to be one with nature.

Sky Mirror, Kuala Selangor
You’ve probably heard of the Salar de Uyuni or the Uyuni Salt Flats in Bolivia. Did 
you know that Malaysia has its very own Sky Mirror in two places —one in Kuala 
Selangor and the other in Desaru, Johor. This phenomenon of a glassy, mirror-like 
surface is typically offered by salt flats and takes place during low tide and perfect 
weather conditions. To get an Insta-worthy photo that will make others eat their hearts 
out, all you need is creativity. 
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THE HOPE DIAMOND
$200-250 MILLION

The Hope Diamond was purchased by King Louis XIV in 1668 and 
is thought to have been found in India in the 1600s. Following a 
theft of the crown jewels in 1791, this 45.52 carat Fancy Dark 
Gray-Blue ancient cushion cut diamond was discovered in London 
in 1839. When Harry Winston bought this diamond in 1949 and 
donated it to the Smithsonian Institution, it attracted a lot of visitors. 
Due to the misery and tragedy that many of the stone’s former 
owners endured, the stone is thought to be cursed. While the weight 
of the diamond is 45 carats, its estimated worth is USD 200-350 
million.

THE PINK STAR
$71.2 MILLION

The Pink Star, formerly the Steinmetz Pink and mined in South 
Africa in 1999, is the largest diamond to have received a Fancy 
Vivid Pink rating. It’s oval in shape and is the world’s largest 
vivid pink diamond. Chow Tai Fook Enterprises, a Hong Kong 
company, bought the Pink Star from Sotheby’s auction in 2017 
in a telephone bid. This gemstone was later renamed to CTF Pink 
Star in memory of the current Chow Tai Fook chairman’s late 
father.

M O S T  E X P E N S I V E  D I A M O N D S  I N  T H E  W O R L D
Simply put, diamond formation occurs when carbon deposits deep within the earth(approximately 90 
to 125 miles below the surface) are subject to high temperature and pressure. Some stones take shape 
in a matter of days or months, while others take millions of years to materialise. The rarest diamonds 
are those exceptionally large in size, or with remarkable colour and clarity. We’ve put together a list 

of some of the most expensive diamonds in the world, below.

KOH-I-NOOR

Translated to the ‘Mountain of Light’, the 
Koh-I-Noor is regarded as the world’s 
most expensive and legendary diamond. 
It was once 793 carats in weight but has 
since been trimmed and polished into the 
105.6-carat stone it is now. Koh-I-Noor’s 
history is believed to date back to the 
Kakatiya dynasty, (11th to 12th century) in 
India and was later in the possessions of 
Mughals. Before falling into the hands of the 
British, the diamond was in the possession of 
Sikh ruler Maharaja Ranjit Singh in 1813. 
Koh-I-Noor has been in the possession of the 
British royal family since the 19th century. 
Prince Albert had it cut from 186 carat to 
105.6 carat to increase its brilliance and 
sparkle.

THE CENTENARY DIAMOND
$100 MILLIO

The De Beers Centenary Diamond was 
found in South Africa’s Premier Mine in 
1986, but it wasn’t until the company’s 
100th anniversary celebration in Kimberley 
that its existence was made public. This 
is how Centenary acquired its name. The 
Centenary Diamond weighed more than 
500 carats when it was a raw diamond. 
Later, it was changed into a 273.85 carat 
heart-shaped diamond. However, the 
reduction in carat weight increased the 
diamond’s colour (D) and clarity grade 
(flawless). Their highly skilled staff completed 
the re-cutting procedure in 154 days. The 
Centenary has never been appraised, but 
before it was put on display in 1991, it was 
insured for $100 million. No one knows 
who owns the diamond and therefore, its 
current location remains a mystery.

THE CULLINAN
$2 BILLION

With a staggering weight of 3,106.75 
carat, The Cullinan is the biggest raw 
diamond of gem quality ever discovered. 
Discovered in Cullinan, South Africa in 
1905, it was then gifted to King Edward VII. 
The rough diamond, also known as the Star 
of Africa, was cut into 9 main stones, the 
largest of which is the 530.2 carat Cullinan 
I. It is now a collection of 105 gems, of 
various weights and cuts. The magnificent 
diamond takes its name after Thomas 
Cullinan, the chairman of the mine in which 
it was found. The Cullinan I is mounted 
on the spectre of Queen Elizabeth II. The 
Cullinan II, weighing 317.40 carats, is part 
of the Imperial State Crown. These are also 
referred to as the ‘Star of Africa’ and ‘Lesser 
Star of Africa’, respectively. Cullinans III, 
IV and V are part of Queen Elizabeth II’s 
pendant brooch. The remaining four are also 
part of The Queen’s personal jewellery.

THE WINSTON BLUE
$23.8 MILLION

This stone was formerly known as the Fancy Vivid Blue Diamond, 
but after Harry Winston bought it in 2014, its name was changed 
to “The Winston Blue.” It is the largest diamond of its kind 
reportedly graded by the GIA, weighing 13.22 carat. When it 
was sold in 2014, this pear-shaped internally flawless diamond set 
a new record for the cost per carat of a blue diamond with a price 
of nearly $2 million.

THE WITTELSBACH DIAMOND
$23.4 MILLION

The Wittelsbach Diamond made history when it weighed a 
stunning 35.56 carats before being recut to 31.06 carats in 
2010. It was passed from one European member of royalty to 
another. Since its arrival in Europe in the 1600’s, this beautiful 
deep blue, internally perfect diamond has belonged to both 
Spanish and German royalty. Despite condemnation from the 
gemmology community, the extremely contentious recut in 2010 
did increase the colour and clarity to beautiful deep blue and 
internally flawless.

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN
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Here’s everything you need to know about Sagittarius, including their personality traits and 
potential for connection with other signs.

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

THE STARS ALIGNED: SAGITTARIUS SEASON

• PERSONALITY TRAITS
Sagittarius energy is often big and bold. This is a sign that's always seeking, 
seeking, seeking. They're the quintessential adventurers of the zodiac. Sag 
is also associated with the ninth house in astrology—the realm of higher 
education, foreign travel, spirituality, and wisdom. This is a sign that will travel 
to far reaches of the globe searching for truth. Sagittarius is represented by 
the centaur, or archer, a mythological creature (half-horse, half-human) that's 
often pointing a bow and arrow toward the sky. The horse portion of this 
Sagittarius symbol is unruly, relentless, beastly, and strong (just think about 
the force and beauty of wild horses). The human portion is wisdom-seeking 
and rational. This speaks to the complicated conversation that's often going 
on in a Sagittarius' head. Since Sag is a fire sign, they tend to explore this 
question with plenty of heat, passion, and boldness.

Traits:

• Adventurous • Adaptable • Bold • Curious • Visionary

• SAGITTARIUS IN LOVE
A typical Sag seeks emotional and physical thrills, and they're always trying to 
learn more about their partners. In romantic relationships, they want a travel 
companion in every sense of the term—someone to find higher meaning with 
on the road. They're not afraid to constantly leave the comfort zone of home 
and familiar territory. 

• SAGITTARIUS IN FRIENDSHIP
Sagittarius' true allegiance is to wisdom and adventure, and they do well 
with friends who can accept their centaur natures while also being down to 
go along for the ride sometimes. Jupiter, Sagittarius' ruling planet, loves to 
please. This means that Sags are usually really gifted at making their friends 
and loved ones feel super special.

• SAGITTARIUS IN CAREER
Unsurprisingly, the typical Sagittarius likes a high-
energy, travel-heavy job. (But for a Sagittarius, 
travel can involve spiritual quests and journeys of 
the mind—not just flights in airplanes.) Sagittarians 
make excellent professors, teachers, and spiritual 
advisers—any profession that lets them expand 
their minds and the minds of others. Their mutable 
nature makes them adaptable to change, and 
Sags often make great freelancers. Jobs that 
are ultra-tedious or have strict and regular hours 
are less appealing to the typical Sagittarius. 
Remember, Sag is the archetypal visionary. This 
means that whatever they do, they're usually going 
to be looking at the bigger picture and how all of 
the parts of the problem fit together.

• SAGITTARIUS COMPATIBILITY
There are no absolutes when it comes to 
astrological compatibility, but Sags typically 
gravitate toward folks who can help them seek out 
wisdom and truth. 

• SAGITTARIUS SIGNS
Generally, the most compatible signs for 
Sagittarius friendships and romantic relationships 
are fellow fire signs (Sagittarius, Aries, Leo), as 
they speak the same emotional language. Air 
signs (Gemini, Aquarius, Libra) also have a similar 
dynamism and wit. 

Sagittarius is the ninth sign of the zodiac (November 21 to December 21), and it’s represented 
by a centaur holding a bow and arrow. A mutable fire sign ruled by Jupiter, Sagittarius (or 

Dhanus in Vedic astrology) energy is adventurous and expansive.

Brad Pitt

Miley Cyrus

Taylor Swift

Samuel L. Jackson

CELEBRITIES WHO ARE SAGITTARIUS
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Curated by a foodie, for a foodie. Read on to learn about the myriad of eateries we love and appreciate in 

Suria KLCC. Enjoy!

A Foodie’s Guide to Suria KLCC

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

BURGER & LOBSTER

Burger & Lobster was launched in Mayfair by four schoolmates in 
2011. They had set out to open a restaurant where the focus was on 
perfecting the craft of just one or two main ingredients. Since then, 
Burger & Lobster has been bringing live, wild Atlantic lobsters and 
prime cut Nebraskan burgers to fun and passionate personalities 
around the world who share their appetite for creativity. Simplicity 
is at the core of the Burger & Lobster concept, with respect for great 
food and quality service. With nine sites in London, two in New York 
and Singapore respectively, and further sites in Bangkok, Genting 
and Kuwait City. All restaurants feature live lobsters that are flown 
in from Nova Scotia, Canada, and beef from the cattle ranchers in 
Nebraska. The restaurants work tirelessly with the families that supply 
the ingredients to this mono-product offer to ensure the absolute best 
quality.

Lot G46, Ground Floor, Suria KLCC, Kuala Lumpur City Centre, 50088 Kuala Lumpur.

DIN BY DIN TAI FUNG

DIN by Din Tai Fung is the first non-pork restaurant by Din Tai Fung 
in Malaysia. Similar to Din Tai Fung, DIN by Din Tai Fung features 
the signature Xiao Long Bao (soup dumplings). Din Tai Fung is a 
globally renowned award-winning chain of restaurants with more 
than 140 outlets around the world. It was voted by The New York 
Times as the "World’s Top 10 restaurants" and by CNN as the 
"Top 2 Franchise for Travellers”. Careful selection of ingredients; 
attention to detail in food preparation; fine-tuning of the cooking 
process; serving the food in the best possible way — DIN by Din 
Tai Fung takes the same painstaking care over each step in the 
process of bringing outstanding gourmet food to guests.

Lot 417 & 417A, Level 4, Suria KLCC, Kuala Lumpur City Centre, 
50088 Kuala Lumpur.

K FRY URBAN KOREAN

K Fry Urban Korean (slang for Korean fried chicken) is a home grown 
Korean brand that specialises in authentic Korean Fried Chicken 
and hearty Korean food with an urban twist. From creating authentic 
Korean flavours, insisting on the freshest and best ingredients and 
delivering friendly service. K Fry’s bestseller is undoubtedly the K’razy 
Spicy Cheesy Fried Chicken Bumbuk which sees juicy boneless fried 
chicken smothered in Korean spicy yangyeom (sweet and spicy) sauce 
combined with the indulgent and savoury mozzarella cheese. The 
Kimgaru Bokkeumbap reigns in next, featuring seaweed garlic fried 
rice served on a bed of runny egg river with K’rispy Korean fried 
chicken with cheesy centre. For a bowlful of hearty goodness, you can’t 
do wrong with the Anchovies and Tuna Rice Balls — another signature 
dish. This dish comprises a mixture of Korean short grain rice and 
black sweet rice tossed in sesame oil and served together with fried 
anchovies, tuna in mayonnaise, Korean seaweed and flying fish roe. 

K Fry Urban Korean, LCC 02 Level Concourse Suria Kuala Lumpur City Center, 
50088 Kuala Lumpur.

CHAKRI PALACE

Immerse yourself in the grandeur of the Thai cuisine, the 
royal way, at Imperial Chakri Palace at KLCC. This award-
winning restaurant has been in business for about 20 over 
years from the inception of our beloved Suria KLCC. If that 
is not impressive for you, the menu at this establishment was 
devised by Chef McDang, a royalty from the Chakri Dynasty 
and a celebrity chef. The façade of Imperial Chakri Palace is 
a welcoming one, luring guests into its inner royal sanctum. 
Once you get into the Chakri’s heart, it is almost as if you are 
transported to a restaurant at the Land of Smiles. The air within 
this restaurant is of style and luxury where segments of the 
walls are adorned with a portrait of a Thai King and a portrait 
of their palace. Tom Yum is the mainstay of the Thai cuisine; the 
Chakri Clear Seafood Tom Yum is filled with generous portions 
of prawns and squid and is reminiscent of that in Hatyai.

Lot 417B, Level 4, Suria KLCC, Kuala Lumpur City Centre, 
50088 Kuala Lumpur.

Burger and Lobster KLCC Chakri Palace’s Steamed Seabass with Lime and Chili

Din by Din Tai Fung’s Signature Xiao Long Bao

K Fry Cheesy Bumbuk

Spicy Buldak Rice Ball, Bulgogi Chicken Dosirak,Bulgogi Beef Dosirak
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Rata
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Nestled in bustling Subang Jaya, Rata 
takes its name from Tanah Rata — a 
township in Cameron Highlands, from 
where they source their vegetables. 
Walking into Rata is like being transported 
to a tropical paradise (picture Bali), with 
curated furnishings and bits and bobs 
that contribute to its architectural trope. 
Helmed by Chef Vic who has a decade-
long experience under his belt, his recent 
exploration of the food scene in Southeast 
Asia has birthed a plethora of distinct 
dishes that are both flavourful and highly 
addictive.

Expect nothing less than a play of flavours 
at Rata. This is evident in the Pesto Paneer 
and Caper Relish pizza — a marriage of 
Indian cottage cheese with Mediterranean 
capers. It is a feast for the eyes and the 
palate, especially when paired with 
a lip-smacking cocktail like Mandarin 
Moschino. Seek comfort in the plate of 
Rata’s Mutton Chukka, alluring with its 
sultry aroma and even better piquancy 
exuded from the slow-cooked mutton with 
homemade gravy which is best lapped 
up with turmeric rice. The dish is made 
complete with the accompaniment of raita 
and papadom. Another crowd-pleaser 

and Malaysian favourite from the mains 
is the Nasi Lemak Udang Sambal Petai — 
a glorious dish that’s every bit comforting 
as it is beaming with delectable flavours 
from the tiger prawns tossed with petai 
sambal, paired with blue pea flower 
coconut rice, egg, anchovies and peanuts 
to seal the deal.

For those in a vegetarian affair, there’s 
much to savour, such as the Cheesy 
Mushroom Toastie, an assemblage of 
sautéed mushrooms, Teriyaki mayo, 
cheddar and caramelised onions 
between brioche bread. Another sinful 
option for vegetarians is the Pesto 
Conchiglie Pasta — a delectable dish 
with a base of shell pasta, blanketed 
with pesto sauce, French cream, tomato 
confit and sautéed mushrooms. Cocktails 
at Rata is a delectable affair of its own, 
with the likes of Clementine Chantelle, 
a concoction using Peddlers gin as its 
base, layered with chocolate grappa, 
clementine juice, molasses, mint liquour, 
pink guava and egg white at the rim. 

Rata, 25, SS15/5A 47500 Subang Jaya, 
Selangor.
Tel: +6012 424 1194

Pesto Conchiglie Pasta

Mutton Chuka and Turmeric RiceBBQ Cajun Chicken Pizza

Feeka Coffee Roasters
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Embedded within Bukit Bintang, the 
pulsing heart of Kuala Lumpur, Feeka 
Coffee Roasters is conveniently hidden 
from the hustle and bustle of the busy 
city. Befitting to the very definition of its 
name, Feeka is named for the Swedish 
word for work, Fika, which means ‘to 
take a break’ and it stays true to its name 
by giving patrons an escape to enjoy 
serenity accompanied by good food and 
the aroma of coffee in the air.

Best known for their coffee, Feeka Coffee 
Roasters proudly boasts only locally 
roasted coffee beans which are seasonally 
rotated based on market availability in all 
their coffee-fuelled beverages. The minds 
behind Feeka Coffee Roasters take the 
extra step to source and work closely with 
the local roasters to ensure a consistent 
quality and uncompromising flavour of 
their coffee, be it single origin or a blend. 
Their range of coffee drinks are extensive, 
ranging from the simple espresso and 
americano to the more intricate cold 
brews and even to the artisanal and 
creative coffee creations such as the sticky 
bun latte.

Spoiling their patrons for choice, the Feeka 
menu has a little something for everyone 
and perhaps a little more. Our favourites 
from the breakfast menu is the Feeka’s 

Breakfast offerings at Feeka

Grab a Cuppa Feeka’s fluffy pancakes

Breakfast, a hearty platter of chicken 
sausage, potato croquette, turkey ham, 
confit tomatoes, portobello mushroom 
and choice of eggs. It most definitely is 
a large platter to fuel a long day of hard 
labor. Looking on the lighter and healthier 
side of the menu, we thoroughly enjoyed 
the Tropical Smoothie, a bowl of Greek 
yogurt, house granola, coconut flakes, 
flaxseed and oats, fresh, nutty flavours to 
represent a juxtaposition to the Malaysian 
weather.

From their lunch and dinner menu, the 
Peruvian Grilled Chicken seems to be a 
fan favourite among patrons. The well-
seasoned and juicy chicken is dressed 
with an Aji Verde sauce, served with garlic 
mashed tomatoes and a side salad to 
infuse freshness to this dish. Seek comfort 
in the Smoked Chicken Carbonara — 
boasting al dente spaghetti, paired with 
poached egg and shaved parmesan 
to complete the experience. There is 
something to satiate every palate at Feeka 
Coffee Roasters and it is an experience 
not to be missed.

Feeka Coffee Roasters, 19, Jln Mesui, 
Bukit Bintang, 50200 Kuala Lumpur, 
Wilayah Persekutuan Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 03-2110 4599
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The Living Room Festive Buffet
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Celebrate the festivities and embark on a magical, culinary Christmas journey with The Westin Kuala 
Lumpur’s special festive delights, inspired by countries around the world. Get into the spirit of the season by 
convening with family and friends at The Living Room, to indulge in a delectable buffet spread featuring the 

festive delicacies inspired by over 10 countries around the world.

Savour the Christmas Antipasto Wreath, inspired by Europe and for appetiser, Santa’s Devil Egg inspired 
by Italy. The bread counter highlights Panettone Bread and Christmas Stollen Sweet Bread inspired by Italy, 

Walnut Raisin Baguette inspired by France, Salted Butter Candy Cane Bagels inspired by Germany and 
GingerBread Loaf inspired by Vienna. The flamboyant main course is deserves all your attention with the 
likes of Spanish Paella Seafood, Duck Leg Confit with Cherry, Quinoa and Orange Sauce from Jamaica, 

Spiced Braised Oxtails from Italy, Spinach and Cream Cheese Stuffed Portobello from Sweden, Hasselback 
Potato with Orange Cheddar Sauce and many more. 

Living the wellness pillar, The Westin Kuala Lumpur emphasises on the importance of a balanced wellness 
menu as part of the festive spread. The Vegetarians of the World corner highlights Creamy Polenta inspired 

by Italy, Cauliflower Gratin inspired by France, Maple Glazed Tri-Coloured Sweet Potato inspired by 
Canada, Braised Red Cabbage with Apple inspired by Germany, Asparagus Polonaise inspired by Poland 

and Vegetable Jambalaya inspired by Jamaica.

The Westin KL’s new Executive Pastry Chef, Syeriff Hafizal is all ready to excite your kids with the creatively 
curated sweet highlights inspired by Belgium – Chocolate Truffle with Candy Cane, Austria – Raspberry 
Rudolph Cake, Germany – Christmas Chocolate Yule Log Cake, Italy – White Chocolate Cake Pop and 

France – Croquembouche Tower and Assorted Macaron. To make the festive buffet experience even more 
magical, there will be an exciting magic show by an engaging magician on Dec 24 and 25, as well as Dec 

31, and Jan 1, 2023.

The Living Room, The Westin Kuala Lumpur, 199 Jalan Bukit Bintang, 55100 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: +603 2773 8495

The Westin Kuala Lumpur Christmas’s New Year Buffet

Bar Lounge Festive Beverage
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Da Bao

Maria’s SteakCafe
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Maria’s SteakCafe was born out of the love for food from humble 
beginnings and the belief that there is something magical about how 
good food brings people together. With that notion in mind, this festive 
season, Maria’s SteakCafe honours this timeless tradition with their Dine-In 
Christmas Set, Christmas A La Carte Delivery as well as Christmas Home 
Delivery Set.

This year’s Dine-in Christmas Set features a range from Australian Wagyu 
MB7 to Japanese Wagyu A5, and even their coveted Beef Wellington, 
with or without Foie Gras, which is a delight with every bite. Those who 
do not favour steak can select from the restaurant’s fresh Atlantic White 
Cod or New Zealand Lamb Cutlet which are part of the Christmas menu. 
All sets come with a side of fried Camembert, a soft and creamy French 
cheese paired perfectly with cranberry sauce as a starter, rich truffle 
mushroom soup as well as sliced lemon loaf that will seal the meal on a 
sweet note. 

Always one step ahead, Maria’s SteakCafe purveys to those who seek 
comfort in the confines of home, with friends and family, thus offering its 
Home Delivery set fit for five. Choose from the selections of Roast Lamb, 
Tomahawk or Beef Wellington with/without Foie Gras for mains. Each set 

Maria’s SteakCafe Christmas Delivery Set

Maria’s SteakCafe Beef Wellington

comes with fresh Caesar Salad, Roasted Potatoes, rich Creamed Spinach, 
flavoursome Spaghetti Chicken Bolognese and a zesty Lemon Loaf to seal 
the deal.

In the spirit of the Season of Giving, Maria’s will also be offering a 
“Christmas Gift” set that you can deliver to your family and friends or 
savour at home with your nearest and dearest. Choose a la-carte options 
such as the Beef Wellington with/without Foie Gras, or the Tomahawk as 
well as the Roast Lamb which comes with sides of Creamed Spinach and 
Roasted Potatoes.

Maria’s SteakCafe, 58, Jalan Maarof, Bangsar Baru, 59100 Kuala Lumpur.

Tel: 03-2282 2220 / 016-9020495

Da Bao interior

Tucked away in the touristy Petaling Street, Da 
Bao is a contemporary restobar that doles out 
everything bao. Despite having a menu that 
centres around bao, don’t be fooled because 
they don’t serve the traditional red bean and 
char siew bao. Instead, Da Bao adds a their own 
twists and tricks into it.

Could you have imagined a bao could be 
elevated to the heights of something as 
interesting as the sake-braised pork belly with 
lemongrass, roasted peanuts, and pork lard? 
We couldn’t either. Another delicious and unique 
dish is a take on a local delicacy called Lamb. 
Flavoursome mutton rendang topped with kaffir 
lime leaves, pickled Bunga kantan, caramelised 
nangka and fresh coriander sandwiched 
between a soft and fluffy bao. Brilliantly 
executed, this flavourful dish certainly appeals to 
the local palate and hits the spot at all the right 
places. 

For non-meat eaters, the Vegan and Phuture 
Cheesebaoger are the ultimate options. 
Alluring and boasting a sizeable portion, the 
former features crispy tofu, seared mushrooms, 

Asam Laksa

Spicy Chicken Bao

julienned sengkuang for some crunchiness, 
picked chilli and spring onions to top it off while 
the latter sees PHUTURE plant-based patty, 
sandwiched by caramelised onions, garlic aioli, 
Sharp cheddar and red cabbage. Together, it 
unifies into a delicious dish. 

Besides baos, the rice bowls at Da Bao is worth 
the mention too. Choose between the main of 
braised pork belly, Taiwanese fried chicken, 
herbal chicken, lamb, Fried Phuture Chick’n and 
vegetarian renditions. Each main comes with 
Japanese sushi rice with marinated edamame, 
homemade sauerkraut, seared broccoli, herbal 
tea egg and furikake. The bao theme continues 
to dessert, where patrons can choose between 
the Bunga Kantan Bao and Matcha Bao. 
The Bunga Kantan Bao sees fried bao bun, 
complemented by Bunga Kantan ice cream, 
pickled Bunga Kantan and a pineapple compote, 
making it a fruity affair. The Matcha Bao, on 
the other hand, feature Niko Neko matcha ice 
cream, fried bao bun, adzuki and gula Melaka 
caramel.

Da Bao, 145, Jalan Petaling, Kuala Lumpur
To order: dabao.beepit.com 
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Five O’ Clock Brasserie Titi Fusion
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

The gleaming and lavish Five O’ Clock Brasserie (sister restaurant to Portofino), 
nestled in the food enclave of The Sphere at Bangsar South exudes a sense 
of familiarity and comfort. Inside, clean lines, floor-to-ceiling windows, 
complementary black accents, teal velvet upholstery on rattan chairs and 
paintings run throughout the brasserie. The space is unpretentious and bounteous, 
with plenty of natural light for Instagram photos and cosy enough to catch up 
with the gang over wine or cocktails.

Its curious name takes inspiration from the saying, ’It’s five o’ clock somewhere’, 
encouraging white-collared workers from the surrounding buildings and families 
to wine and dine here at any time of the day. The menu allures with its delightful 
mix of Mediterranean, Western and a dash of local cuisine, offering something 
to suit every palate. 

For groups of friends or couples, we suggest whetting your appetite with the 
Hummus Platter. It features a smorgasbord of ingredients, namely homemade 
hummus, guacamole, feta cheese, kalamata olives from Spain, artichokes, 
tomatoes and cucumber served alongside locally-sourced sourdough bread. 
Alternatively, the Tuna Tataki, the restaurant’s signature starter comes unassuming 
but sweeps you off your feet with its umami flavour after one bite. The marinated 
tuna is lightly seared, served on a bed of sliced avocado and accompanied with 
a ginger soy dressing. 

The progression of meals to something heftier and with more depth calls for the 
Traditional Seafood Paella — a copious plateful of fresh squid, mixed vegetables, 
Australian fresh mussels, clams and king tiger prawns tossed in saffron-infused 
Spanish rice. This sinful seductress checks all the boxes of a good paella and 
strikes the perfect balance of sweet, savoury and sour. 

Our favourite from the mains, the Salmon Teriyaki Fillet is a generous slab of 
expertly pan-seared caramelised teriyaki salmon served with seaweed noodles, 
asparagus and bonito flakes. The flavours emitted are exemplary, bursting with 
umami and an interplay of various textures that work well with one another — 
from the al dente noodles and a balance of a crisp crust and tenderness from the 
salmon. Conclude the gastronomic voyage with a velvety Burnt Cheesecake that 
is light and creamy all the same, with a hint of orange zest to unify the dessert. 

Five O’ Clock Brasserie, The Sphere, Unit G5, 1 Avenue, Bangsar South, 59200 

Kuala Lumpur.

Tel: +6017-218 1734

Adding to the thriving food scene of Bandar Baru Sri Petaling is TiTi Fusion 
— a symbolic bridge where good food meets great people. The menu sees 
a delicious blend of Japanese and French cuisine, masterfully prepared by 
internationally trained chefs with careful attention to taste, texture, colour, 
design and flavour. The result — an enthralling gourmet experience that 
captivates the senses and leaves lasting impressions. 

Inside, elegantly-lined table and chairs set with the nuances and cutlery that 
make a romantic and fine dining setting await. For Christmas, TiTi Fusion offers 
a specially curated 5-course festive degustation menu that will tickle your taste 
buds and add some cheer to the festivities. Each dish is personally crafted by 
the restaurant’s chefs, using the choicest ingredients from Japan and traditional 
preparation methods, with the goal of providing a festive treat, fit for the 
season. 

The feast commences with a Trio Hors d’oeuvres, including chicken chorizo, 
smoke duck and chipotles prawn brioche — a perfect medley of East-meets-
West. This is closely followed by the entrée of Butternut Soup, prepared with 
roasted walnut, roasted pumpkin, roasted squash, carrot, apple and garnished 
with dash of truffle oil and apple shavings for subtle sweetness. A swift change 
of plates and the Prix Fixe Entrees: Scallop Motoyaki arrived, coated with 
mayonnaise-based sauce, served with yuzu hollandaise to neutralise the 
creaminess and topped with a dollop with caviar and jalapeño. 

The main event is undoubtedly the main course which comes in three options to 
choose from — the Angus Tenderloin, wrapped with bacon and chives to look 
like a “Christmas tree trunk”, and served with asparagus, sous-vide yolk cream 
and beef jus, Lamb Rack, also wrapped with bacon and chives, served with 
asparagus, sous-vide yolk cream and beef jus or Black Cod, which is salt cured 
and slow poached, blanketed by slices of Australian baby carrots served with 
ochazuke, confit tomato and Japanese spring onion. Dessert is a lip-smacking 
affair, featuring TiTi’s Torched Alaskan Rum Cake which is essentially fruit cake 
with rum, layered with mascarpone mousse, topped with meringue, in the 

shape of a Christmas tree with frozen raspberries and edible flowers. 

Titi Fusion, Lot 19, Jalan Radin Bagus 9, Bandar Baru Sri Petaling, 
57000 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: +6018 202 3973

Mediterranean Platter

TiTi Fusion’s Festive Offerings

Angus Tenderloin

Seafood Paella
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Tantalising Tipples
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Your Christmas trees and menorahs aren’t the only thing 
getting lit this season! Try your at-home mixologist skills 
with the following cocktail renditions.

CLASSIC EGGNOG

Method:
In a small saucepan over low heat, combine milk, 
cinnamon, nutmeg and vanilla and slowly bring the 
mixture to a low boil. Meanwhile, in a large bowl, 
whisk egg yolks with sugar until the yolks are pale 
in colour. Slowly add the hot milk mixture to the 
egg yolks in batches to temper the eggs and whisk 
until combined. Return the mixture to the saucepan 
and cook over medium heat until slightly thick 
(and coats the back of a spoon) but does not boil. 
Remove from heat and stir in heavy cream and, 
if using bourbon, refrigerate until chilled. When 
ready to serve, garnish with whipped cream and 
cinnamon.

Ingredients:
• 2 cups of milk
• 1/2 tsp. ground cinnamon, plus more for garnish
• 1/2 tsp. ground nutmeg
• 1/2 tsp. pure vanilla extract
• 6 large egg yolks
• 1/2 cup of granulated sugar
• 1 cup of heavy cream
• 1 cup of bourbon or rum (optional)
• Whipped cream, for serving

You either love or hate it. Eggnog is a rich, creamy, and, well, 
egg-y cocktail that is synonymous with the festive season. 

WHITE CHRISTMAS MARGARITAS

Method:
Combine the coconut milk, tequila, triple sec, lime 
juice and ice in a blender. Blend until smooth. Rim 
glasses with lime wedge and dip in sanding sugar. 
Pour into glass and garnish with lime and cranberries.

Guarantee yourself a white Christmas this year by trying this 
coconut-and-lime-flavoured margarita.

Ingredients:
• 1 can of unsweetened coconut milk
• 12 ounces of silver tequila
• 8 ounces of triple sec
• 1/4 cup of lime juice
• 4 cups of ice
• Lime wedge for rimming glass
• Sanding sugar for rimming glass
• Lime slices for garnish
• Cranberries for garnish

Add Some Christmas Cheer to Your Craft Cocktails

SUGAR COOKIE MARTINIS

Method:
Preheat oven to 350° and line a baking sheet with 
parchment paper. Roll sugar cookie dough out to 
¼ inch thick. Using a cookie cutter, cut out desired 
shapes then place cookies on prepared baking 
sheet. Bake until just set and lightly golden around 
the edges, 12 minutes. Let cool. Using an offset 
spatula, spread a thin layer of frosting onto rim of 
two martini glasses. Pour ¼ cup sprinkles onto a 
small plate then dip rims in sprinkles to coat. Use 
an offset to frost cookies with frosting then decorate 
with remaining 2 tablespoons sprinkles. In a 
cocktail shaker, combine milk, Baileys, vodka, and 
amaretto. Add ice and shake until cold. Pour into 
glasses and garnish rim with a cookie.

Ingredients:
• 1/2 cup of whole milk
• 1/4 cup of Baileys
• 2 ounce of vanilla vodka
• 2 ounce of amaretto
• Ice
• 1/2 cup of vanilla frosting
• 1/4 cup of sprinkles, plus 1 tsp, divided
• Pre-made sugar cookie dough

This festive favourite features Baileys and whole milk to 
give it that rich creaminess, along with vanilla vodka and 
Amaretto for that sugar cookie vibe, and... a tiny candy 
cane-shaped sugar cookie hanging off the rim.

NUTTY IRISHMAN

Method:
In the bowl of a stand mixer or a medium bowl with 
a hand mixer, whisk together cream and powdered 
sugar. Whip on high until stiff peaks form, then slowly 
add the Irish cream. Transfer cream into a piping bag 
or plastic bag with a corner snipped off and chill. For 
the cocktail, in a shaker, add Irish cream and hazelnut 
liqueur then fill with ice. Shake until the shaker is 
frosty, then strain the drink into a coup. Pipe over Irish 
whipped cream and garnish with hazelnuts.

The “nutty” in the Nutty Irishman refers to hazelnut liqueur, 
which you might think is some super obscure ingredient, but 
you can usually find a bottle of the most famous brand—
Frangelico—in your local liquor store. Its sweetness and 
subtle nuttiness  is the perfect partner to rich Irish cream.

Ingredients:
• 1 cup of whipped cream
• 1 tbsp of powdered sugar
• 1/4 cup of Irish cream (such as Baileys)
• 1 1/2 ounces of Irish cream 
• 1 1/2 ounces of hazelnut liqueur (such as 

Frangelico)
• 1/2 tbsp of crushed hazelnuts or graham 

crackers
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BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Delectable Vegan Recipes That Won’t Make You Miss Meat

Whether you are simply trying to eat less meat, cook more plant-based meals, consume more 
vibrant healthy produce, the following vegan recipes will inspire you on your health journey and 

will be far from boring or bland. 

Feasting at Home, Christmas Edition

Holiday Roasted Vegetables
The dried cranberries and balsamic vinegar add some 
sweetness and tartness, while the pecans add an extra 
crunch to these holiday-worthy vegetables. We use Brussels 
sprouts and carrots, but feel free to add extra vegetables or 
swap in some of your favourites.

Ingredients: WONTONS

• 3/4 lb Brussels sprouts, trimmed and halved
• 2 large carrots, peeled and sliced into 1/2” pieces
• 2 tbsp extra-virgin olive oil
• 1 tbsp balsamic vinegar
• 1 tsp chopped rosemary leaves
• 1 tsp chopped thyme leaves
• Kosher salt
• Freshly ground black pepper
• 1/2 cup toasted pecans
• 1/2 cup dried cranberries

Instructions:

1. Preheat oven to 400°C. Scatter vegetables on a large baking sheet. 
Toss with oil, balsamic vinegar, rosemary, and thyme. Season with salt 
and pepper.

2. Bake for 20 to 25 minutes, until the vegetable are tender, shaking 
the pan halfway through.

3. Before serving, toss roasted vegetables with pecans and cranberries.

For the Air Fryer:

1. In a large bowl, toss vegetables with oil, balsamic vinegar, and 
herbs. Season with salt and pepper. 

2. Place vegetables in basket of air fryer and cook at 400° for 10 
minutes, shaking halfway through.

3. Place vegetables in basket of air fryer and cook at 400° for 10 
minutes, shaking halfway through.

Vegetarian Mushroom Gravy Toasted Sesame Oil Mashed Potatoes
Vegans and meat-eaters alike will be piling this flavour-
packed gravy on top of all the holiday sides. This gravy 
comes together in minutes—and you won’t miss roasting a 
whole turkey or chicken to make it.

Vegan mashed potatoes that are just as creamy and delicious 
as the real thing? You betcha! Toasted sesame oil adds tons 
of flavour and creaminess. Green onions and extra sesame 
seeds round them out for some of the best mashed potatoes 
ever.

Ingredients:

• 2 tbsp extra-virgin olive oil
• 1/2 onion, finely chopped
• 4 oz mushrooms, finely chopped
• Kosher salt
• Freshly ground black pepper
• 1 tsp chopped thyme
• 1 tsp chopped sage
• 1 tsp chopped rosemary
• 3 tbsp all-purpose flour
• 3 cups vegetable stock

Ingredients:

• 2 lb gold potatoes, peeled and quartered
• Kosher salt
• 3 tbsp. vegan butter, melted
• 2 tbsp toasted sesame oil
• 2 green onions, thinly sliced
• 2 cloves garlic, minced
• Freshly ground black pepper
• Toasted sesame seeds, for garnish

Instructions:

1. Heat olive oil in a small saucepan over medium heat. Add onion 
and sauté until soft, 6 minutes. Stir in mushrooms and herbs and season 
with salt and pepper. Cook until soft, about 5 minutes more. Add flour 
and cook for 1 minute.

2. Pour in 2 cups of vegetable stock and whisk to combine. Bring to 
simmer and cook for 5-10 minutes, until the flavours have melded and 
the mixture has thickened slightly. If the mixture is too thick, gradually 
add more vegetable stock. 

3. Taste and season with more salt and pepper if needed, then serve 
warm. 

Instructions:

1. In a large pot, add potatoes and add enough water to cover by 
at least 2 inches. Season well with salt. Bring to a boil and boil until 
potatoes are easily pierced with a fork, about 12 minutes.

2. Drain and return potatoes to pot.

3. Mash potatoes with a wooden spoon or potato masher until they 
are almost smooth, but big chunks still remain. Add melted butter and 
oil and stir until well combined. Add most of the green onions, saving 
some for garnish, and garlic and continue stirring until combined and 
potatoes are your desired consistency. Season with salt and pepper to 
taste.

4. Garnish with reserved green onions and toasted sesame seeds.
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BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Sunway Resort Hotel
Santa’s Bake Shop

Through Santa’s Bake Shop, Sunway Resort Hotel is offering a selection of seasonal treats that have been specially-curated for the festive season, to give to your 
loved ones. After all, the way to a person’s heart is through their stomach. Complete your Christmas table with sumptuous desserts such as the classic Mince 
Pie, Chocolate Log Cake or Fruit Cake, or be the hostess with the mostest and create your own hamper overflowing with goodies from cookies to gingerbread 
and more. Classics such as Gingerbread House embodies the spirit of Christmas, along with 100 gm of Cinnamon Star Cookies and Sunway Resort Hotel’s 100 
gm of Christmas Leckerli Cookies. Our favourite from the mix is the Christmas Pecan Pie, a mammoth-sized pie brimming with deliciousness. It would make a 
great gift for your nearest and dearest too.

Contact: +603 7492 8000 / srhs.bookfnb@sunwayhotels.com

Sofitel Kuala Lumpur Damansara
The festive season is the most wonderful time of the year and marks a joyous occasion to celebrate with loved ones. Sofitel Kuala Lumpur Damansara offers 
a plethora of festive cheer, including the festive hamper comprising an assortment of flavourful delights including panettone chocolate chips, 100g), signature 
basil pesto (100g), mango chutney, homemade flavoured olive oil, marzipan stollen (100g), Christmas pudding, ginger bread, chocolate pralines (9 pieces), 
assorted Christmas cookies (100g), candy canes, biscotti nuts and figs (100g). Alternatively, indulge in the irresistible Christmas cakes at home or gift it to your 
loved ones this holiday season such as the black forest cherry yule log (500g), chocolate temptation yule log (500g), apple and pecan pie with crème anglaise 
(500g), panettone (100g) or (1 kg) and Christmas cake with marzipan available at (500g) or 1 kg. Festive hampers and cakes can be purchased from Le Bar.

Contact: +603 272 06668

The Season of Gifting and Giving
Sweet Treats for Christmas

Sunway Resort Hotel Santa’s Bake Shop

Sofitel KL Damansara Festive Hamper
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EQ
Gingerbread Bake Shop

Fuelled by the optimism of Christmas, EQ, Kuala Lumpur has rolled out 
a literal cornucopia of treats, festive events and edible gifts for the year 
end celebration. Savour delicious baked treats, fresh from the oven and 
delivered straight to your home. Pop by the Gingerbread House at EQ’s 
Lobby where cookies, cakes and various Christmas treats await purchase. 
Complete your Christmas table with the assortment of wonderful creations 
such as the panettone, gingerbread house, sugar cookies, Yule log cake and 
more. Buy it for your own hosting duties or send them to your loved ones as 
the ultimate Christmas gift. If there’s an exclusive custom festive hamper you 
have in mind to present to your loved ones, the friendly and ever ready team 
at EQ are on hand to help you create your dream hamper. 

Contact: +6012 278 9239 / dineateqkl@kul.equatorial.com 

The St. Regis Kuala Lumpur
Limited Edition Festive Trunks

The St. Regis Kuala Lumpur’s Limited Edition Festive Trunks is an elegant 
travelling trunk wrapped in finely crafted faux leather with brass lock, studs, 
and features the iconic St. Regis crest. Each trunk filled with a curated 
collection of fine foods of Foie Gras & Duck Rillettes Parfait Jar, Cranberry 
& Vanilla Chutney, Hazelnut & Raisin Loaf, Traditional Christmas Stollen, 
Chocolate Bars with flavours of Fruits & Nuts Bars, Caramel and Dark & Milk 
Chocolate, Festive Breads & Spreads, Linzer Cookies, Mini Candy Cane 
Cake, White Chocolate Yule Log and Winter Wonderland GingerBread 
House. The Luxury Trunk also comes with a bottle of Delamotte Champagne, 
30gm Kaviari “Oscietra” Caviar Tin, Diamond Salt with Truffles and 300ml 
Aged Balsamic Vinegar.

Contact: +6012 280 1303 / dining.kualalumpur@stregis.com  

W Kuala Lumpur
Festive Yule Log Cake

W Kuala Lumpur the iconic lifestyle brand bringing the bold to the pulse 
of Kuala Lumpur is set to boost its festive offerings with an array of bold 
but very delightful Christmas Editions. Offering a beautiful and tasty 
“bûche de Noël” as we say in French, no Christmas is complete with a 
traditional Christmas cake, often served as a dessert near Christmas. At 
W Kuala Lumpur, where things are done differently, they have concocted 
four renditions of the Yule Log, which represent evergreen Christmas songs, 
waiting for you to enjoy this festive season. Pick four of your favourite yule 
log cake flavours, including A Holly Jolly Christmas (58% Dark Chocolate 
Mousse), Santa Baby (Lemon Yogurt Chill Cheese), Rockin’ Around the 
Christmas Tree (Pistachio Nut Mousse) and Jingle Bell Rock (Orange Lemon 
Ginger Travel). 

Contact: +6012 357 4788

Oh Cha Matcha It’s A Wrap Gift SetW Kuala Lumpur-Christmas Yule Log Cake

EQ’s Gingerbread Bake Shop The St. Regis KL Limited Edition Festive Trunk Legacy Trunk

Oh Cha Matcha
It’s A Wrap Christmas Gift Box Set

All I want for Christmas is a delicious and healthy treat. Santa heard you 
and is making your wish come true this Christmas with Oh Cha Matcha’s “It’s 
A Wrap!” Christmas Gift Box Set. Oh Cha Matcha is known for their sugar-
free, dairy-free, and guilt-free artisanal matcha based concoctions which 
uses ceremonial grade matcha directly from the holy land of matcha in Uji, 
Kyoto, Japan. The “It’s A Wrap!” Christmas Gift Box Set comprises of Matcha 
Scones, Plain Scones, Sugar-Free Homemade Matcha Spread, Sugar-Free 
Homemade Berries Jam, Matcha Marble Cake, Chocolate Marble Cake, 
Matcha Star Cinnamon Cookies, Chocolate Brownies, Matcha Brownies, 
Matcha Stevia-Caramelised Mixed Nuts, Gingerbread man, Christmas 
Jam-Filled Shortbread and Christmas Candy Cane to round up the festive 
cheer. Besides that, Oh Cha Matcha offers Santa’s Village Decorating Kit 
and Gingerbread Man Decorating Kit for some dose of assembling fun with 
the family. 

Contact: +603 7732 0397 / www.ohchamatcha.com 
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Airport GCEO Speaks

We would like to thank the 
Immigration Department for 
its initiative to enable arriving 

long-term visit foreign pass holders to use the 
autogate facility at KLIA since mid-November, 
thus speeding up the inspection process 
normally conducted at the immigration 
counters. Over 1.8 million foreigners that 
include expatriates, those working and 
studying in Malaysia and participants of 
Malaysia Second Home Programme are 
expected to benefit from it.

According to OAG’s November data, our 
flagship KLIA is the second fastest growing 
airport in terms of international seats, adding 
159,029 seats after Singapore’s Changi 
Airport with 216,813 seats added. Our 
national carrier Malaysia Airlines has also 
done well being the second fastest growing 
in Southeast Asia in terms of seats added, 
which amounted to 128,231 seats compared 
to October.

Of late, the list of airlines resuming their 
direct services to KLIA has been on the 

rise. October 31 saw All Nippon Airways 
recommencing its thrice weekly Tokyo-
Haneda service to Kuala Lumpur (KUL) 
utilising Boeing 787-8 and KLM Royal Dutch 
Airlines its four times weekly direct service 
from Amsterdam to KUL using its two-class 
Boeing 777-200 aircraft, with its KUL-Jakarta 
sector also returning.

This was followed by the 288-seater Air 
Mauritius, arriving at KLIA on November 
1 using its Airbus A330-900Neo aircraft. 
The airline has been our long-standing 
partner, having first flown into Malaysia 
since May 1988 and halted in March 2020. 
We are glad to know that it is reactivating 
its collaboration with Malaysia Airlines in 
order to offer more connections in Asia and 
Australia via KLIA.

The following day (November 2) saw 
Uzbekistan Airways resuming its Tashkent-
KUL route after a two-year hiatus, carrying 
188 passengers on its A321Neo aircraft. The 
carrier has been flying to KLIA since 1992. 
Also offering a twice weekly service, we hope 

to see not only more tourism cooperation 
between the two countries but also in other 
areas such as education, medicine and 
technology.

Meanwhile, Malaysia Airlines’ new twice-
weekly direct KUL-Yogyakarta took to the 
skies on November 3 as part of its network 
expansion within Indonesia while long-haul 
low-cost carrier AirAsia X resumed its KUL-
Jeddah six-weekly flights on November 16 
to provide affordable travel to the Middle 
East for travellers and pilgrims. KLIA serves 
as a significant umrah hub for those from 
Indonesia as well with the resumption of 
this route as Saudi Arabia reopens its travel 
sectors.

We also welcomed Shanghai-based Spring 
Airlines’ inaugural once weekly Nanning-
KUL flight on November 21 to KLIA as 
China eases its travel restrictions for inbound 
travellers. We expect the trend of more 
relaunches of direct flights from KUL to other 
foreign destinations to continue in December 
and into early 2023.

Airport MD Speaks

Dato’ Iskandar Mizal Mahmood returns to 
Malaysia Airports after almost 20 years with 
his wealth of experience gleaned from many 
multinationals and government-linked companies 
to elevate and transform Malaysia Airports in the 
fast-changing aviation landscape with new travel 
norms and innovative technological advances.

This month as the rebound in air travel speeds up 
with a number of travellers gearing up for the 
year-end holidays and festive season, he shares 
how the Immigration Department has made 
preparations at KL International Airport (KLIA) to 
reduce partly the congestion especially for foreign 
arrivals with long-term visit permits by extending 
the use of the automated entrance system 
(autogate), which had been previously restricted 
to Malaysians, to them as well.

Dato’ Iskandar Mizal Mahmood
Managing Director  

Malaysia Airports Holdings Berhad
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A good thing that emerged from the 
Covid-19 crisis is the strengthening of resolve 
among Asia Pacific airlines to redouble their 
efforts to address regulatory challenges 
relating to passenger facilitation, safety 
and sustainability. This is evident from the 
resolutions passed at the Association of Asia 
Pacific Airlines’ (AAPA) 66th Assembly of 
Presidents held in Bangkok from November 
10 until November 11, 2022.

Where passenger facilitation is concerned, 
many governments in the region have 
introduced digital applications (apps) to 
process contactless pre-travel verification 
of health status but many of these apps are 
neither inter-operable with each other nor 
are they enabled for other purposes such as 
for immigration clearance or check-in, thus 
resulting in confusion for travellers. 

AAPA, whose permanent secretariat is 
headquartered in Kuala Lumpur, urges 
governments and border control agencies to 
work together to adopt inter-operable digital 
apps for air travel in accordance with the 
International Civil Aviation Organisation 
(ICAO) guidance in order to reduce 
unnecessary pre-departure congestion, delays 
and inconvenience to the travelling public. 

Recognising that existing e-passport 
technology can be leveraged for digital 
travel credentials and pre-verification of 
traveller identity for seamless immigration 
clearance, the trade association for scheduled 
international airlines based in Asia Pacific 
says this would help alleviate the long 
queues at the immigration checkpoints 
and congestion at many airports due to 
manpower constraints.

It calls on the governments to use existing 
passenger data exchange systems to provide 
integrated pre-travel verification responses 

to aircraft operators related to immigration, 
security and public health requirements while 
fully respecting passenger privacy rights.

Noting the proliferation of onerous 
regulations imposed on the air transport 
industry during the pandemic, AAPA 
says it cannot stress more on the critical 
importance of governments adopting a more 
coordinated approach to ensure the speedy 
recovery of the sector in the coming year.

Its director general Subhas Menon 
believes the lack of coordination of travel 
requirements across borders and the burden 
of restrictive government regulations will 
hold back Asia’s carriers’ sustainable 
recovery and growth as well as their ability 
to fully contribute to the region’s social and 
economic development.

Safety and sustainability concerns
Also of serious concern are the unilateral 
regulations introduced by national or 
regional aviation regulators which failed to 
take into account the international nature of 
airline operations. 

Currently, the United States (US) Federal 
Aviation Administration requires all 
commercial aircraft be retrofitted with new 
or modified radio altimeters by July 2023 
to maintain their operations to the US. 
AAPA says telecommunication companies 
are powering up their 5G networks to the 
full capacity authorised by the Federal 
Communications Commission even as 5G’s 
full effects on aircraft operations are being 
studied. 

It adds that unresolved spectrum issues 
relating to aeronautical safety services 
have resulted in flight cancellations, 
degradations of air traffic management 
services and interruptions of flight operation. 
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A comprehensive frequency spectrum 
strategy in line with ICAO’s Standards and 
Recommended Principles is required to 
support timely availability and protection of 
adequate spectrum for civil aviation.

AAPA believes that introducing regulations 
to meet specific regional or sectoral goals 
that are counterproductive to aviation safety 
and recovery is not in keeping with ICAO’s 
“No country left behind” principle. It calls 
on governments, aviation regulators, safety 
agencies and other stakeholders to support 
the ICAO’s frequency spectrum strategy 
besides urging them to consult with aviation 
safety regulators, experts and airspace users 
to establish regulatory measures to ensure 
that incumbent aviation systems and services 
are free from harmful interference. 

On sustainability, AAPA says its member 
carriers are fully committed to achieving 
the industry’s ambitious target of net zero 
carbon emissions by 2050 in support of the 
United Nations’ Paris Agreement’s goals. It 
calls on governments to work with relevant 
stakeholders such as fuel suppliers to 
accelerate the fuel research, certification and 
development as well as processing technology 
and feedstock production.

This also includes the certification of new 
aircraft and engines to allow the scaling-
up of sustainable aviation fuel in sufficient 
quantities at competitive cost to meet the 
airline industry’s long-term needs. Renewing 
its call on governments to participate in the 
Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for 
International Aviation, AAPA also cautions 
them to refrain from applying duplicative 
requirements on international aviation carbon 
dioxide emissions. 

Subhas remarks, “AAPA carriers have shown 
great resilience in confronting the challenges 
brought about by the prolonged Covid-19 
pandemic whilst maintaining the highest 
safety standards.” 

He anticipates the airlines in the region 
to do well in 2023 based on the forward 
bookings. So far, despite high oil prices and 
other headwinds, carriers such as Singapore 

Airlines and Qantas Airways have shown 
strong financial performance. 
The SIA Group, for instance, posted record 
operating profits in the first half and second 
quarter of the financial year 2022/23 as 
travel demand surged after Singapore fully 
reopened to vaccinated travellers in April. 

Meanwhile, China, among the last countries 
in the region to reopen, recently suspended its 
circuit breaker policy in which international 
flights into the country could be banned for 
a certain period if it noticed a spike in the 
number of positive Covid-19 cases.

China also relaxed some of its rigid protocols 
for inbound passengers where they are only 
required to produce a negative polymerase 
chain reaction (PCR) test within 48 hours 
prior to their arrival instead of two such tests 
previously. Instead of having to quarantine for 
10 (7+3) days at designated areas, inbound 
travellers now need to do so only for eight 
days, where five days are in centralised 
quarantine locations and three days are home 
quarantine.

Data reportedly shows searches and bookings 
surged following the Chinese government’s 
relaxation of its Covid-19 control policy. 
Among the popular inbound routes into cities 

such as Guangzhou are those from Kuala 
Lumpur, Vietnam and Phnom Penh.

In Hong Kong, its health officials have lately 
relaxed the arrangements for inbound 
travellers, allowing them to undergo only two 
PCR tests effective November 21 after finding 
that the Omnicron subvariant has a short 
incubation period and that most of the infected 
arrivals were detected in the first two tests. 

Its Hong Kong Tourism Board (HKTB) has been 
proactive in working with its key Southeast 
Asian markets in preparation of the reopening 
of the borders in countries such as Singapore, 
Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia and the 
Philippines. HKTB executive director Dane 
Cheng is expecting to receive 9.6 million 
inbound travellers in the second half of 2022. 

Japan, which recently eased its border controls, 
also saw a rebound in travel by foreigners on 
its international routes as attested by ANA, 
the country’s largest and five-star carrier 
which witnessed growing demand for flight 
connections between North America and Asia.

AIRPORT TALKAIRPORT TALK
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Passengers aboard the national airline of Mauritius – Air 
Mauritius flight were welcomed upon arrival at KL International 
Airport from Port Louis on November 1, 2022. 

They were personally welcomed by YBhg. Tan Sri Dr. Ong Hong Peng, 
Chairman of Tourism Malaysia and presented a Malaysian cultural 
performance. Among the passengers from the flight was a delegation 
of 10 people consisting of top management of leading travel agents 
from Mauritius. The delegation then continued with familiarisation 
tours hosted by Tourism Malaysia to various tourist destinations 
including Kuala Lumpur, Genting Highlands, and Selangor.

Air Mauritius flight completed its resumption of direct flights to Kuala 
Lumpur since it last served this route in March 2020.

The non-stop flight departs Mauritius every Monday and Thursday  
at 11.00 pm and arrives in Kuala Lumpur at 10.10 am the following 
day. The flight is equipped with a seating capacity of 288 seats, with 
28 seats in Business Class and 260 seats in Economy, and will operate 
the route using an Airbus A330-900 Neo aircraft.

Firefly Launches Penang-Banda Aceh Flight Air Mauritius Resumes Direct Flight to Kuala Lumpur

F irefly has launched a new international 
route connecting Penang International 
Airport (PEN) to Sultan Iskandar Muda 

International Airport (BTJ) in Banda Aceh, 
Indonesia.

The flight FY3510 began operating its new 
route on Monday as it departed from PEN at 
10.50 am local time and arrived at 11.10 am 
at BTJ, using the Boeing 737-800 aircraft.
The airline, which is under Malaysia Aviation 
Group (MAG), will operate twice weekly 
services to BTJ from PEN and vice versa, 
flying on Monday and Friday via FY3510 
and FY3511.

The service frequency will gradually increase 
to four times weekly from December this year, 
as part of the network expansion strategy 
across ASEAN.

A welcoming ceremony event was held 
at BTJ with the presence of MAG’s global 
head of sales Roslan Ismail, while the 
Firefly management team were among the 
passengers who joined the inaugural flight.

“We expect to see a high influx of medical 
and leisure travellers,” Firefly chief executive 
officer Philip See said, adding that it will 
be easier for Acehnese people to visit their 
family and friends.

They could also seek medical treatment 
from established medical centres, explore 
the heritage of Penang and enable students 
to enroll at internationally recognised 
Malaysian universities and colleges, he said.

Meanwhile, Aceh’s head of tourism and 
culture, Almunizar Kamal said the route  
could help drive the growth of tourism from 
both sides.

“Aceh, which is in northwest Indonesia, 
is famous for its attractive beach tourism, 
historical tourist buildings, and culinary 
specialty, coffee. This will be a great 
attraction for tourists,” he said.

For more information, 
please visit www.fireflyz.com.my

Tan Sri Dr. Ong Hong Peng, said, “I am encouraged by the return 
of this direct route, which demonstrates Air Mauritius’ confidence in 
Malaysia’s tourism industry. Connectivity is the heart of tourism, and  
I am sure the resumption service will help increase tourist arrivals and 
receipts between our two nations”.

We are excited to resume our operations in Kuala Lumpur after two 
years. Air Mauritius has been offering scheduled flights to Kuala 
Lumpur (KLIA), since May 1988. Mauritius is an upcoming destination 
for Malaysians while Kuala Lumpur features among the favourite 
get-away destinations for Mauritians. Air Mauritius is in the process 
of reactivating its collaboration with Malaysia Airlines and we hope to 
offer our passengers connections to a number of destinations in Asia 
and Australia via the important hub of Kuala Lumpur in the  
near future.

LAURENT RECOURA
Chief Commercial Officer of  

Air Mauritius

According to Malaysia Airports Managing Director, Dato’ Iskandar 
Mizal Mahmood, “Air Mauritius is one of our long-standing partner 
airlines, first flying into Malaysia in May 1988. Kuala Lumpur has 
remained a favourite destination and also serves as an important 
transit hub for those continuing their journey into the region. We 
welcome the resumption of their weekly flights to Kuala Lumpur after  
a short hiatus due to the pandemic.”

For more information, please visit www.airmauritius.com 
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SAUDIA Crowned World Class Airline 

S audi Arabian Airlines (SAUDIA) has been named World Class 
Airline at The APEX Official Airline Ratings awards, the second 
time in a row for them to be recognised in the award that stands 

at the pinnacle of all APEX Passenger Choice awards. In addition, 
SAUDIA was renewed as a ‘Five Star Airline’ by APEX.

Developed in conjunction with Yates and Partners, the new “World 
Class Airline” award is unique in considering not only an airline’s 
services and products, but also its health, safety, and sustainability 
efforts – reflecting the expectations of today’s customers and key focus 
areas for the airline industry.

On behalf of all of us at SAUDIA, we’re proud to be named APEX 
World Class for the 2nd year in a row. This is an honor that celebrates 
the amazing work of our worldwide team at SAUDIA in reaching the 
pinnacle of APEX Passenger Choice awards.

SAUDIA’s commitment to our guests is at the heart of everything we 
do, and APEX five-star airline rating is a testament to our efforts. 
SAUDIA is grateful to APEX for recognising the lengths we have  
gone to keep our guests safe and well.

CAPT. IBRAHIM KOSHY
Chief Executive Officer of SAUDIA

Dr. Joe Leader, Chief Executive Officer of APEX said: “With 
independently verified passengers serving as the final judges,  
SAUDIA has set the highest echelon bar of airline experience by 
winning the APEX Official Airline RatingsTM World Class and  
Global Five Star rating.”

“World Class is the new North Star for aviation. It embodies 
everything that is important to airline customers today. It is a more 
comprehensive recognition of superior service, depth of guest 
experience, keeping guests safe, and sustainability achievement.”  
Dr. Joe Leader stated.

The APEX Official Airline Ratings is the first rating program in the 
world to score airlines entirely based on certified passenger feedback. 
As part of this program, airlines are segregated into four categories; 
Global Airlines; Major Airlines; Regional Airlines, and Low-Cost 
Carriers. In partnership with TripIt® from Concur®, the world’s highest-
rated travel-organising app, the industry-first award category is 
based on neutral, third-party passenger feedback. More than one 
million flights across nearly 600 airlines worldwide have been rated 
by passengers and independently certified by a professional external 
auditing company. 

For more information, please visit www.saudia.com

AirAsia Recommences Kuala Lumpur – Kaohsiung Route

Kaohsiung, famed for its picturesque harbour 
and sprawling landscape, is one of AirAsia’s 
most popular destinations in the North Asia 
region. Travellers to both destinations are 
spoiled for choice when it comes to tourism 
attractions. Furthermore, both Kaohsiung 
and Taipei are often a preferred choice for 
travellers who are looking for affordable 
Muslim-friendly food options. These two 
bustling cities are also home to a unique 

A irAsia celebrated its post-pandemic 
inaugural flight to Kaohsiung 
from Kuala Lumpur on November 

12, 2022 after two long years of no air 
connectivity between the cities. Flight AK170 
took off at 5:25PM local time, and arrived  
at 9:55PM local time in Kaohsiung.

A grand send-off event was held at klia2  
for the guests onboard the flight who 
received goodie bags filled with various 
AirAsia merchandise items and an iPass 
each worth NTD50. Guests were also  
treated to a special performance by 
AirAsia’s talented cabin crew.

This inaugural flight from Kuala Lumpur  
to Kaohsiung is a long-awaited occasion  
for us. Our Kaohsiung and Taipei routes 
were amongst our most popular and 
frequented by many since we commenced 
operations in the region in 2005. It was 
a difficult decision to halt our flights for 
over two years during the pandemic but 
it’s incredibly heartening to see our first 
flight take off with so many excited guests 
onboard, ready to explore the wonders of 
the city. 

Now that travel restrictions have eased 
worldwide, we look forward to connecting 
more travellers to Kaohsiung and soon  
to Taipei when the flights resume in 
December 2022! Recently, we celebrated 
having flown 700 million guests in our  
21 years of flying and in conjunction with 
that, we’re treating our loyal guests to a 
number of amazing promos with some 
unbeatable deals to these cities.

RIAD ASMAT
Chief Executive Officer of 

AirAsia Malaysia

attraction – free internet access is available 
throughout the cities with thousands of WiFi 
access points placed at various locations.

As of October 13, 2022, travel restrictions 
have been eased for the majority of 
international visitors to Kaohsiung and Taipei. 
Malaysians (as well as citizens from selected 
countries) can visit these cities without 
any visa, vaccinations, Covid-19 tests, or 
quarantine requirements. 

For more information,  
please visit www.airasia.com
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Malaysia Airlines Launches Flight to Yogyakarta

We are delighted to expand our connectivity to one of Malaysia Airlines’ key destinations, 
Indonesia, to cater to the needs of business and leisure travellers, as well as to pursue our 
aspirations of strengthening the region’s share of umrah and hajj pilgrimage. This new 
direct flight from Kuala Lumpur to Yogyakarta complements our current services to and from 
Indonesia, providing passengers with additional choice, smoother connection, and the airline’s 
premium products and offerings, anchored by the signature Malaysian Hospitality experience.

The move would encourage economic growth, increasing business and trade between the two 
nations; while also positioning the airline on a solid footing to achieve more than 82% of pre-
pandemic capacity. Our operations into Indonesia have been positive, with current capacity at 
70% of pre-pandemic levels. With more countries opening their borders, now is an excellent 
time to welcome international visitors, and we are confident that our expansion into new 
markets will be well received.

CAPTAIN IZHAM ISMAIL
Group Chief Executive Officer of

Malaysia Aviation Group

Malaysia Airlines is committed to facilitating safe and seamless travels for passengers 
#FlyConfidently and experiencing a smooth journey underpinned by inimitable Malaysian 
Hospitality. Malaysia Airlines received a 7-star rating for its extensive Covid-19’s health and 
safety measures from AirlineRatings and is a Travel Safe Alliance Malaysia (TSAM) member.

For more information, please visit www.malaysiaairlines.com 

Malaysia Airlines has launched its 
new twice-weekly direct flights 
between Kuala Lumpur (KUL) and 

Yogyakarta (YIA) with the inaugural flight 
taking to the skies on November 2, 2022. The 
new service marks another milestone in the 
airline’s network expansion strategy, bringing 
the airline’s existing network within Indonesia 
to six (6) cities including Jakarta, Denpasar, 
Surabaya, Medan, and Pekanbaru.

The airline will operate twice weekly service 
on Wednesday and Sunday, departing KUL 
via MH857 at 5:40pm and return from YIA 
to KUL via MH856 at 8:30pm. The flights 
will be operated by the B737-800 aircraft, 
equipped with 160 seats, comprising 16 seats 
in Business Class and 144 seats in Economy 
Class. 

A irbus has announced the commissioning of the first A321 
aircraft to be assembled at its Final Assembly Line Asia 
(FAL Tianjin) in Tianjin, China. The breakthrough expands 

and deepens the collaboration with China’s aviation industry, and 
demonstrates Airbus’ commitment to enhancing its long-term strategic 
partnership with China.

The FAL in Tianjin officially started the adaptation work to become 
A321 capable in August 2022. It is the first major upgrade of the 
assembly line since operations commenced in 2008. FAL Tianjin’s first 
A321 aircraft is scheduled for delivery in early 2023.

“Since we announced our plans to expand the capability of FAL Tianjin 
to A321 production last November, I am proud that the Airbus Tianjin 
team has successfully completed the relevant adaptation work on 
schedule by working closely with European experts and our suppliers 
to overcome the impact of Covid-19”, said George Xu, Airbus 
Executive Vice President, and Airbus China CEO. “The commissioning 
of the first A321 aircraft underlines Airbus’ commitment to China, 
marking a new milestone in the industrial cooperation with our 
Chinese partners.”

Airbus Assembles First A321 in China

Hong Kong Airlines Resumes Services to 
Okinawa and Sapporo

Hong Kong Airlines celebrated the resumption of its service to 
Okinawa on November 2, following a long wait of two years. 
Known as the “Hawaii of Japan”, Okinawa is the airline’s 

third destination in Japan that it has resumed this year following the 
relaxation of travel restrictions.

Meanwhile, the airline is also delighted to announce its service 
resumption to Sapporo on November 4. Flight frequency to both 
Okinawa and Sapporo are expected to be upgraded from three-times 
weekly to daily services from December.
 
Hong Kong Airlines also launched a co-branded mask product in 
partnership with biotech company RAZE. In celebration of the flight 
resumption, the airline distributed a gift set to each passenger flying 
on the first flight to Okinawa, which highlighted its commitment to 
delivering customers the best and safest travel experience possible.  
The special RAZE Sanitising Travel Kit featured a collection of 
distinctively designed RAZE x Hong Kong Airlines 3-Ply Antibacterial 
Masks (4 pieces), along with sanitising spray with a refill set and 
sanitising wipes. 
 

To mark this special occasion, the Okinawa Convention & Visitors 
Bureau hosted a ceremony at the Naha Airport to welcome the 
passengers.
 
Louis Li, Vice President at Hong Kong Airlines said, “We are excited 
to resume direct flights to both Okinawa and Sapporo, adding these 
charming ports to our recovering network and offering our customers 
more travel options. With the anticipated increasing travel demands, 
we are looking to add more flights to both cities as well as other 
destinations we fly to.”

For more information, please visit www.hongkongairlines.com

Airbus has four A320 Family assembly facilities around the world: 
Toulouse, France; Hamburg, Germany; Tianjin, China; and Mobile, 
United States. By the end of 2022, all commercial aircraft assembly 
sites will be A321-capable, as part of the industrial strategy to de-risk 
the ramp-up and to meet the rising share of A321 production.

For more information, please visit www.airbus.com
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Garuda Indonesia Signs MOU with Emirates

Garuda Indonesia and Emirates signed a Memorandum of 
Understanding (MoU) on November 8, 2022 to establish a 
codeshare partnership between both airlines.

The new partnership allows customers of the flag carrier of Indonesia 
and the world’s largest international airline, based in Dubai to enjoy 
seamless connectivity on new routes across the Americas, Middle 
East, Africa, and Europe. In addition to expanding the breadth of 
each airline’s networks, with travel made possible on a single ticket, 
Garuda Indonesia and Emirates will also explore opportunities to 
cooperate on their respective frequent flyer programmes, to enable 
customers of both airlines to earn and redeem loyalty points for 
reward tickets, upgrades and other exclusive benefits.

We are delighted to announce our partnership with Emirates 
that gives their inbound passengers seamless access to top travel 
destinations in Indonesia connected by Garuda’s domestic network. 
Outbound Garuda passengers will also benefit from this partnership 
as it gives them access to a wider range of destinations served by 
Emirates.

This partnership is timely as countries are expected to start to reopen 
their borders for international flights and ease their travel restrictions. 
It will also help open up many opportunities for Indonesia’s trade and 
tourism activities.

IRFAN SETIAPUTRA
President & Chief Executive Officer of Garuda Indonesia

We are pleased to forge a codeshare partnership with Garuda 
Indonesia to provide our customers with access to additional 
destinations in Indonesia and which also allows them to enjoy seamless 
and convenient connectivity to eight domestic destinations to and 
from Dubai and to our global network through Jakarta, and three 
destinations through Denpasar.

Indonesia is an important market for Emirates and our partnership with 
Garuda Indonesia is testament to Emirates’ commitment to continuously 
strengthen our network and complement our offering. Through the 
expanded, combined network of both airlines, we are able to offer our 
customers a more seamless experience through check-in, bag check 
and boarding on every leg of their journey, all with a single ticket. 
We look forward to working with Garuda Indonesia and nurturing the 
relationship to bring more valuable benefits to our customers and their 
travel experience.

ADNAN KAZIM
Chief Commercial Officer of Emirates

Under the codeshare agreement, Emirates customers will be able to 
connect to and from Denpasar (DPS), Surabaya (SUB), Makassar 
(UPG), Balikpapan (BPN), Manado (MDC), Medan (MES), Padang 
(PDG) and Solo (SOC) airports on flights operated by Garuda 
Indonesia from Jakarta (CGK), to Dubai and beyond with a single 
ticket. Additionally, routes directly connecting Denpasar (DPS) with 
Surabaya (SUB) and Makassar (UPG), will be available for passengers’ 
convenience.

For more information, 
please visit www.garuda-indonesia.com or www.emirates.com 

A ir Astana has resumed its services 
between Almaty and Bangkok from 
October 30, 2022, utilising the 

Airbus A321LR. The airline operated five 
frequencies a week until November 29, after 
which the frequency has been increased to 
a daily service. Departure from Almaty is at 
01:10 with arrival in Bangkok at 08:55 local 
time. Return flight from Bangkok is at 10:05 
with arrival in Almaty at 16:35 local time. 

Air Astana initially launched flights from 
Almaty to Bangkok in 2003 but had to 
suspend services due to the Covid-19 
pandemic in March 2020. During that 17-
year period, almost 900,000 passengers 
travelled on the route. In November 2021, 
Air Astana launched a new service from 
Almaty to Phuket, the island popular with 
tourists off southern Thailand, with three 

Marketing, Air Astana. “With the Thai 
authorities lifting all Covid-19 related 
restrictions on foreign visitors, we look 
forward to a rapid resurgence of passengers 
travelling to Bangkok for business and 
vacation.”

For more information, 
please visit www.airastana.com 

SriLankan Airlines Scoops 
Best Aviation Sustainability Program Award 

S riLankan Airlines won the prestigious Best Aviation 
Sustainability Program Award, beating 118 other submissions 
at the recently concluded Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashid Al 

Maktoum (SMBR) Global Aviation Awards for its groundbreaking 
signature upcycle project, ‘Mathaka.’ Project Mathaka was SriLankan 
Airlines’ answer to minimising its contribution to landfill waste and 
ecological footprint by repurposing the airline’s scrap material into a 
variety of lifestyle products. 

SriLankan partnered with House of Lonali, a Sri Lankan organisation 
that designs and manufactures upcycled lifestyle products, to develop 
an exclusive range of products under the ‘Mathaka’ brand including 
travel bags; wallets; books; key tags; and jewellery.

The project allows the airline to take its planet-
friendly corporate philosophy a step further by 
transforming waste into new products, thereby 
reducing landfill waste and environmental 
pollution. Moreover, effective waste 

management from upcycling offers a practical solution in this age of 
economic scarcity and shortage of raw materials by extending the use 
of waste materials in a sustainable manner.

The SMRB Global Aviation Awards were given out at the 41st General 
Assembly of the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) in 
Montreal, Canada. Established in 2016, the SMBR Global Aviation 
Awards aims to recognise the contributions of business organisations 
and individuals to the success of the global aviation industry. The 
evaluation process and winner selection are guided by an international 
team of strategic partners.

For more information, please visit www.srilankan.com 

frequencies a week. More than 37,000 
passengers have travelled on the route over 
the past year, with an average load of 74%.

“We are delighted to resume services to 
Bangkok, which has traditionally proven 
to be one of the most popular destinations 
for travellers from Kazakhstan,“ said Adel 
Dauletbek, Vice President of Sales and 

Air Astana Restarts Almaty to Bangkok Service
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Aviation Interview with 
Rayner Teo Kheng Hock
Chief Executive Officer of MYAirline

All of us at MYAirline are thrilled to have come this far as a 
Malaysian carrier that we have built from scratch. We target to 
increase the capacity by the end-2023 to international destinations. 
So, be ready to book your holidays and fly with us!

How do you view the competition in the LCC market, 
especially with MYAirline’s entry? 
We were confident to enter the market during the pandemic after 
doing our market research thoroughly when we started out in 2020. 
We are even more optimistic now following Maybank Investment 
Bank Bhd’s recent analysis that further supports our forecast in travel 
demand. Healthy competition is good overall. 

What are MYAirline’s unique selling points?
The airline’s focus will be on continuously improving our customer 
experiences in both physical and soft touch basis besides providing 
affordable airfares.

Please elaborate on how you hope to turn MYAirline 
into an “innovative, customer-focused and people-
centric airline”.
We innovate through our eco-friendly initiatives and digitisation. 
We are the world’s first airline to be fitted with light, innovative and 
eco-friendly seats. These ergonomically designed seats save around 
800 kg of weight, which translates to 155 tonnes of fuel save per 
plane each year, and they are made in Italy. 

From day one, our manual has been prepared digitally whereby 
we operate our aircraft using digital manuals on iPad. Our human 
resource recruitment is processed digitally and we administer 
financial processes on secured cloud storage. My colleagues in 
MYFamily are our most important asset. In MYAirline, we have 
created an aviation ecosystem whereby we hire talents who have 
been furloughed or retrenched due to the pandemic. I am proud of 
this as we have grown together for the past years.

Amid high jet fuel prices, a strong US dollar, surging 
inflation, how does MYAirline aim to provide a 
“fair” price to consumers? 
MYAirline was born during the pandemic and we have negotiated 
hard to acquire aircraft with low leasing rates. As a new start-up, 
we keep our cost structure strong so we can offer affordable fares to 
our passengers without compromising on service quality.

Please share how your previous job experiences 
have equipped you to helm your present 
position? 
Prior to my current role, I was based in Bangkok with the 
opportunity to work with Thai VietJet Air as part of the value 
chain of Thailand and Vietnam’s travel industry. My position as 
a Commercial Advisor there was mainly due to my experience 
with AirAsia and AirAsia X. My portfolio included building the 
tourism industry through my position as Group Head of Sales 
and Distribution. 

My 15-year tenure with the brand has equipped me to run 
MYAirline. Looking back, since I paved my career in 1988, 
it has been a humbling journey of gaining well-rounded 
experiences with full-service carriers, an airline system 
company, the International Air Transport Association, and  
stints with low-cost carriers (LCC). 

How did you come up with the overall concept, 
business plan, and strategy for this new airline 
with a local entrepreneur?  
In my friendship with a prominent businessman of over  
10 years, we have this tradition of wishing each other during 
festive seasons. The idea came about in October 2020 during 
the lockdown and looking at the economic disruption caused 
by the Covid-19 pandemic, the objective was to restart the 
economy while giving a light of hope to our local aviation 
community. 

We wanted to provide job opportunities for those impacted by 
the pandemic and spur the local economy by providing new 
business opportunities in the aviation business segment. The 
overall concept, business plan and strategy were based on what 
we felt would work with our relevant experience. We went on to 
build a team of highly skilled talents and decided to work on an 
LCC model that offers affordable airfares. 

When do you hope to commence your flight 
operations with the three jets MYAirline has 
leased and what are the new routes?
We are now open for sale as we enter the final month of 2022 
when the school holidays are starting. We look forward to the 
long-awaited launch of our inaugural flights to Kuching, Kota 
Kinabalu, Langkawi, Kota Bharu, and Penang in December.  

After having been in the airline industry for 34 years, 
Klang-born Rayner Teo has not only realised the goal 
to give birth to a new airline but will soon be launching 
some domestic routes and gradually expanding its route 
network. Elated with MYAirline recently receiving the 
air service license (ASL) from the Malaysian Aviation 
Commission to operate MYAirline effective from November 
15, the family man of three children is responsible with the 
MYFamily team on the new start-up airline and its future 
expansion.

Given that this is a capital-intensive business, how 
do you hope to raise more money to run your 
operations and future expansion? 
We are reaping the benefits of getting good airplanes at lower 
leasing rates. We also have been able to sign up the experienced 
staff who had left other carriers. For our headquarter in Subang, 
we were able to lock in a competitive long-term rental rate. We also 
plan to avoid acquiring white elephants, that is buying something 
that ends up not being used.

How do you view the prospects ahead in 2023 as  
air travel recovery speeds up?
We are positive that the travel market will bounce back in 2023 and 
are looking forward to providing viable options with better services 
for our passengers. As ‘revenge travel’ is still rising, we believe the 
locals will continue to discover the beauty in our own backyard. 
The number of inbound tourists has been on the increase and will 
continue to rise in 2023.

How big is your current staff force at MYAirline? 
To date, our staff force, or as we call it MYFamily is over 400 
strong. We expect to increase it to 500 by the end of December.

What is your wish list for MYAirline? 
They include making MYAirline not only a successful LCC in 
Malaysia but also globally known; having Malaysians view us as 
their first choice of LCC and expanding our network to key regional 
routes by the fifth year of operation. We plan to grow to 50 aircraft 
within the next five years.

Have you been able to fit your hobbies into your 
hectic career? 
While prioritising work which includes travelling for business, there 
have been opportunities to also learn and explore items of interest 
related to my hobbies; which include football and Formula One 
races. 
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THE EXCEPTIONAL EVERYDAY SANDAL

First introduced in 1994 by the Danish footwear and leather 
goods brand ECCO, the ECCO 2ND COZMO range was 
relaunched last year and now welcomes three new iterations of 
the silhouette, a sandal and slide for men and women, and a 
leather clog version for men. Wearable inside or outside, weekday 
or weekend, these exceptional everyday sandals have arrived in 
Malaysia just in time for the holidays. With an innovatively fused 
silhouette due to ECCO’s signature FLUIDFORM™ technology, 
the ECCO 2ND COZMO combines soft full-grain leather from 
the brand’s tanneries with a flexible sole to create a genuinely 
unique one-piece slide. Featuring a responsive polyurethane 
midsole and adjustable straps across the vamp, the ECCO 2ND 
COZMO will get the wearer through the warm-weather months in 
true Scandinavian style while offering unbeatable, all-day comfort. 
The new men’s staple, ECCO 2ND COZMO CLOG, encapsulates 
the Danish sense of the good life, called “hygge,” a quality of 
cosiness and comfort that brings about a feeling of satisfaction 
and well-being. 

All the must-knows and must-haves of the month
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

FASHION & 
BEAUTY NEWS 

ZENITH UNVEILS THE DEFY EXTREME E “ENERGY X PRIX”

ZENITH’s presented the DEFY Extreme E “Energy X Prix”, a limited 
edition of 20 pieces that combines carbon fibre and titanium with 
striking purple accents that evoke streaks of lightning in a stormy sky. 
True to the purpose of Extreme E and ZENITH’s HORIZ-ON initiative, 
it incorporates recycled and upcycled elements from the championship 
in the strap as well as the packaging. Rugged in form and function, 
the DEFY Extreme E “Energy X Prix” is the world’s lightest and most 
robust 1/100th of a second chronograph, designed to brave the 
harshest environments in some of the world’s most remote destinations. 
Tried and tested on the electric rally’s off-road courses, it is crafted 
in lightweight, durable and visually striking carbon fibre. The DEFY 
Extreme E “Energy X Prix”’s angular geometry exuding is further 
emphasised by the contrasting micro blasted titanium pusher protectors 
and twelve-sided bezel.

FEATURES
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KYLIAN MBAPPÉ AND OAKLEY

1998 is the year where it all started. That year, France won their first world title, on 
their own turf. That same year, an urban legend started to spread around a new-born, 
who would someday bring that title home again. Oakley knew who this champion was 
and created a Signature Series sunglasses to celebrate him. Today, Kylian Mbappé and 
Oakley® released the latest Team Oakley football star’s signature piece, just ahead of 
the world’s most prestigious football competition. Deadbolt was hand-chosen by Kylian 
to perfectly merge the worlds of sport, technology and style. A radical sunglass with 
an unconventional design that embodies the desire to push boundaries and challenge 
the norm, something Kylian has done throughout his personal and professional life. 
Deadbolt’s distinctive and contemporary black and gold colouring draw inspiration from 
the prestigious Ballon D’Or award, France’s famous football award. The Kylian Mbappé 
Signature Series Deadbolt comes with a Satin Black frame made from a premium titanium 
material, which balances lightweight comfort and sophistication off the pitch, paired with 
PrizmTM Lens Technology.

OSNI 2 - THE SCENTED MYTH

“The Scented Myth” is the second Unidentified Scented 
Object designed by Mathilde Laurent, the Maison’s 
perfumer. It succeeds the “Nuage Parfumé” created in 2017 
in a glass cube installed on the basin of the Palais de Tokyo, 
before being presented in 2019 at the Louvre Abu Dhabi as 
part of the exhibition “10,000 Years of Luxury”. USO 2 was 
conceived in collaboration with The Bureau of Extraordinary 
Affairs, a London-based art and design practice founded by 
Dagny Rewera and Vincent Rebers. Through the integration 
of time as a process, the unique use of materials, an 
in-depth exploration of subject matter and an excellent 
command of technology, they transport the audience to 
an ephemeral journey with each piece that they develop. 
Whether capturing the fragile formations of ice crystals or 
making the presence of an animal goddess and the power 
of perfume visible to mortals through light and sound, their 
work creates a form of magic.

DR.JART+ LAUNCHES TRAVEL-SIZED ESSENTIALS

Dr.Jart+ welcomes the festive season with holiday sets 
featuring travel-sized products from its iconic CicapairTM and 
CeramidinTM range! They are the perfect stocking stuffers and 
budget gift ideas to help keep skin soothed and moisturised on 
your travels, staycations or late-night parties. The Cera Never 
Runs Dry is Dr.Jart+ Ceramidin Merry Moisture Set, priced at 
RM70. This set is designed to strengthen your skin’s barrier and 
prevent water loss with this 3-step moisturising regimen with 
ceramides! These travel-sized products are power-packed and 
perfect for bringing along on your holiday to hydrate and rebuild 
the skin’s moisture barrier. The Ultimate Soothing Duo is Dr.Jart+ 
CicapairTM Calm & Soothe Set, priced at RM105. Get double 
the goodness with this Cicapair Calm & Soothe Set! Formulated 
to hydrate and soothe irritated skin, the set features a travel-sized 
CicapairTM Serum and CicapairTM Cream that you can keep in 
your clutch, gym bag, or wherever you go. 

CARTIER LES HEURES DE PARFUM

“An hour is not merely an hour. It is a vase filled with perfumes, sounds, 
places and climates.” - Marcel Proust, In Search of Lost Time. The Les 
Heures de Parfum collection created in 2009 comprises thirteen unique 
fragrances inspired by the emotional hours of life. Precious, modern 
and succinct, these fragrances result from careful selection of extremely 
sophisticated materials and an exclusive signature that privileges the 
senses. These formulas, brought to life by Cartier’s perfumer Mathilde 
Laurent, highlight the spectrum of human emotions. This is High Perfumery 
unconstrained by artifice, focused on olfactory authenticity, faithful to 
the history of perfumery and the art of perfume. The thirteen exclusive 
fragrances are captured in simple glass bottles, engraved with Roman 
numerals – including the Maison’s well-loved Les Heures de Parfum VIII – 
L’Heure Diaphane. 

STRONGER PROTECTION, KINDER FORMULATION

Vacation season is here and while we welcome the island sun, don’t 
forget the kids need sun protection too! Harsh formulations might not 
be the best for your mini-me, but not to worry, as ANESSA introduces 
the Mild series for sensitive skin – the Moisture UV Sunscreen Mild 
Gel SPF35 PA+++ and Perfect UV Sunscreen Mild Milk SPF50 PA+++. 
Developed with 50% skincare ingredients, the Moisture UV Sunscreen 
Mild Gel SPF35 PA+++ is fragrance- and additives-free ensuring 
the potential of irritation on the skin is left to the bare minimum. The 
hydrating gel sunscreen boasts the Aqua Booster EX Technology that 
forms a water and sweat-resistant UV block film to keep the skin hydrated 
and protected. Perfect for the kids* who won’t take a break from some 
fun in the sun. The Perfect UV Sunscreen Mild Milk is designed to put 
less strain on the skin, featuring the Smooth PROTECT Technology 
which disperses nano-level UV protection agents to ensure maximum 
sun protection while the rich emulsion texture calms the skin. This no 
frills non-comedogenic and fragrance-free sunscreen is also suitable for 
babies (12 months and above) and kids. 
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BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

GUERLAIN
PARURE GOLD SKIN FOUNDATION MATTE
35ML
RM482
The Parure Gold complexion has embodied 
the ideal alliance of make-up and skincare 
for an unmatched youthful glow. Boasting 
an ultra-sensory texture, Parure Gold Skin 
Matte’s formula is 85% rejuvenating skincare-
based, for a beautified skin, application after 
application. No-transfer technology lies at 
the heart of this new formula offering 24 
hours infallible hold, a luminous matte effect 
with a velvety feel. A hint of pure 24-karat 
gold is associated to a duo of white peony 
extracts in a formula which instantly offers 
an exceptional complexion, and a more 
beautiful and luminous skin day after day. 

We have curated a list of all the products we’re loving and using at the moment.

KL Lifestyle’s Top Picks

JO MALONE LONDON
MIDNIGHT MUSK & AMBER COLOGNE 
(HOLIDAY LIMITED EDITION)
100ML
RM640
As the sky grows dark, sensual musk comes together with 
the warmth of amber, crystallised with juniper. Embrace the 
celebrations with the entrancing spirit of this alluring scent.

ISSEY MIYAKE
L'EAU D'ISSEY POUR HOMME EAU & CÈDRE EAU DE TOILETTE INTENSE
100ML
RM435
Woody and vibrant — a contrasting fragrance exploring the interaction 
between the fluidity of water and raw, intense woods. L’Eau d’Issey pour 
Homme Eau&Cèdre Eau de Toilette Intense is a vibrantly fresh fragrance 
for men. A clash of water and wood exploring the power of this encounter 
in its most subtle facets. At the heart of the fragrance, Calone, an aquatic 
emblem of Issey Miyake, brings transparency and fluidity to the warm 
roughness of Cedarwood. Other woods flesh out this majestic forest — 
elegant vetiver, and deeper patchouli.

1

3ON-THE-GO COMPLEXION PERFECTION

Say goodbye to wasteful blotting papers and messy loose powders 
as Nudestix introduces the Blot & Blur Matte Stick. This compact, 
lightweight, ultra-soft, clear balm-to-powder formula blots oil to create 
a soft matte finish and blur texture imperfections. Additionally, this 
multi-tasking stick contains skin clarifying and oil absorbing vegan-
powered actives to support skin health. Blot & Blur Matte Stick beauty 
balm works in three multi-tasking ways — Prime: Creates a soft-focus 
on skin that blurs uneven skin texture to prime for makeup, Set: Blots 
to set makeup and Blot: Blots oily, shiny looking skin throughout the 
day. Blot & Blur Matte Stick can be used on fresh skin or over makeup, 
just dot to blot and blur without cakey product build-up. Formulated 
with clean ingredients; Silica and Jeju Island Volcanic Ash to naturally 
absorb excess oil, and detox impurities while vegan-powered 
Mugwort Extract and Heartleaf Extract are skin-loving actives to help 
reduce the appearance of skin blemishes and irritation. This stick also 
contains Vitamin E, providing a natural antioxidant that nourishes 
skin. Nudestix Blot & Blur Matte Stick retails for MYR136.00 and is 
available via Sephora in-store and online.

LA MER
THE SMOOTHING MOISTURE DUO COLLECTION (HOLIDAY LIMITED EDITION)
RM640
A limited-edition moisture duo that nourishes the skin with cell-renewing Crème 
de la Mer and smoothens lips all season long with The Lip Balm. Creme de 
la Mer helps heals dry skin and repair the look of lines and wrinkles in just 4 
weeks while The Lip Balm smoothens and softens dry lips.

2

4

LUXURY FRAGRANCE COLLECTION

When Mrs. Estée Lauder created Youth-Dew bath oil 
in 1953, she revolutionised the fragrance industry. 
Seventy-five years later, the brand carries on her legacy 
with the introduction of a NEW Luxury Fragrance 
Collection, extraordinary fragrances that take the wearer 
to enchanted, undiscovered places; the mind and senses 
become thrillingly alive, awakened, and transformed. 
Each distinct fragrance offers a new realm of experience, 
inspired by the wonder, rush and sensuality of nature’s 
most breath-taking moments, and then heightened, 
intensified, illuminated, elevated. Each fragrance is 
housed in an exquisite heavy weight, fluted glass bottle 
with the collar adorned with a beautiful gold rope detail, 
inspired by archival Estée Lauder packaging. The gold 
cap features a monogram inspired by an original Estée 
Lauder logo uncovered from the Leonard A. Lauder 
Estée Lauder Companies Archives. Each fragrance in the 
Estée Lauder Luxury Fragrance Collection is available in 
100ML (RM830) and 40ML (RM420).
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MANOLO BLAHNIK
Pamfilo 90 stretch-suede 

knee boots
RM6,867

ISABEL MARANT
Etka fringed woven belt

RM684

FITS FOR THE 
FESTIVITIES

Step Into the Spotlight With These 
Dazzling Looks

JENNY PACKHAM
Cape-effect crystal-

embellished crepe gown
RM12,101

GUCCI
Straight-Leg Floral-Print 
Hopsack Suit Trousers

RM5,553

CELINE HOMME
Z CT-01 Metallic Leather High-Top 

Sneakers
RM3,762

LE GRAMME
Le 3 Polished Sterling Silver Ring

RM992

THREADS FOR 
THE SEASON

When the occasion requires that you take it 
up a notch, nothing beats a well-made suit

GUCCI
Worsh Leather Boots

RM7,247

TOM FORD
Slim-Fit Stretch-Cotton 

Moleskin Trousers
RM3,429

LORO PIANA
Slim-Fit Baby Cashmere Sweater

RM4,664GUCCI
Striped Cotton Oxford Shirt

RM3,188

GUCCI
Floral-Print Hopsack Blazer

RM15,755

THE ATTICO
Sunday leather tote

RM6,035

JIMMY CHOO
Aveline 100 bow-embellished 

grosgrain sandals
RM4,905

PACO RABANNE
1969 Skyline Nano chainmail 

shoulder bag
RM5,090

PACO RABANNE
1969 Skyline Nano chainmail 

shoulder bag
RM5,090

ERDEM
Philip Printed Cotton-Poplin Shirt

RM2,357ERDEM
Richard Slim-Fit Wool and 
Cotton-Blend Tweed Blazer

RM7,207

BOTTEGA VENETA
Silver ring
RM2,596

PACO RABANNE
Ruffled sequinned stretch-tulle mini 

dress
RM10,903
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LOEWE
GATE MINI CANVAS JACQUARD-TRIMMED LEATHER SHOULDER BAG

RM10,058

Loewe’s ‘Gate’ bag is named after the gold-tone latch at the side. It’s been 
crafted in Spain from supple leather, lined in suede and detailed with 

topstitching that’s a testament to the brand’s artisanal expertise. Wear the 
logo-jacquard canvas strap cross-body.

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Perfect your fall/winter look with our round up of trophy bags that 
have unfaltering appeal

Season’s SideKicks

VALENTINO
VALENTINO GARAVANI ONE STUD SMALL CRYSTAL-

EMBELLISHED LEATHER SHOULDER BAG
RM29,449

A spirit of audacious refinement characterizes the 
Valentino Garavani One Stud family. Elegant pieces 
are embellished by the iconic maxi stud, the Maison’s 
distinctive code. Valentino Garavani and pink are a 

match made in heaven. Crafted in Italy, this boxy ‘One 
Stud’ shoulder bag is made from soft leather dusted with 

glistening crystals and has a glossy chain strap. We 
recommend going full maximalist and styling it tonally, 
but it’ll also add a pop of color to your favorite denim 

and tailoring, too.

THE ROW
HALF MOON LEATHER SHOULDER BAG

RM8,100

The Row’s leather bag is modelled after popular mini 
silhouettes from the ‘90s, but it still has plenty of space for 

everyday essentials. It has a curved ‘Half Moon’ shape 
and opens to a suede-lined interior sized to fit your phone, 

cardholder and keys. The wide strap is just long enough 
to sit comfortably under your arm. Ergonomic, semi-rigid 
bag in smooth calfskin leather with flat shoulder strap and 

curved zipper closure.

SAINT LAURENT
MANHATTAN EMBELLISHED CROC-EFFECT LEATHER SHOULDER BAG

RM11,476

SAINT LAURENT’s ‘Manhattan’ shoulder bag is named after the city 
that never sleeps, which is why it’s well-suited to styling both night and 

day. Made in Italy from croc-effect leather, it has a slender buckled strap 
securing the flap front and a slip pocket inside for your cardholder and 

phone. Tuck the shoulder strap away and wear it as a clutch, too.

CHLOÉ
WOODY LARGE EMBROIDERED LEATHER TOTE

RM8,131

Chloé’s ‘Woody’ tote is one of the brand’s most popular styles for a reason - 
it’s simple, timeless, and a perfect everyday companion. Made in Italy from 

buttery leather, it has a spacious, rectangular shape and is embroidered 
with the house’s moniker. The top handles are long enough to carry 

comfortably over your shoulder.

FENDI
O’LOCK EMBELLISHED LEATHER SHOULDER BAG

RM12,748

Fendi’s curved ‘O’Lock’ bag has been crafted 
in Italy from butter-soft leather and lined with 

suede. There’s a removable shoulder strap and 
a shorter one made up of mixed-metal logo 

hardware and tortoiseshell Plexiglas® links so 
you can carry it two ways. It’s finished with the 

distinctive ‘Fendi Roma’ lettering.

The
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From their sporting origins, sneakers have gone on to world domination. Along with brands such 
as Nike, adidas Originals and Common Projects, designer labels, such as Gucci and Balenciaga, are taking 

design to the next level.

Wishlist Kicks
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

RUN RUBBER-TRIMMED MESH SNEAKERS
RM4,145

TRACK NYLON, MESH AND RUBBER SNEAKERS
RM 3,639

CT-04 LEATHER SNEAKERS
RM3,559

SUEDE-TRIMMED CANVAS SNEAKERS
RM1,104

VALENTINO GARAVANI ROCKRUNNER SUEDE, 
LEATHER AND MESH SNEAKERS
RM2,967

OWEN SUEDE-TRIMMED MESH SNEAKERS
RM3,162

You can always rely on Gucci to put a bold spin on 
the basics - a case in point being these sporty running 
sneakers. Constructed with breathable stretch-knit uppers, 
they’re set on bouncy rubber soles and feature a cool, 
rubber version of the label’s signature ‘GG’ logo at the 
sides.

Balenciaga’s ‘Track’ sneakers are a hybrid of running and 
hiking styles. This latest model is panelled from all-black 
leather-effect nylon, mesh and rubber, made dynamic with 
metallic articulations and a washed effect. The chunky, 
gripped soles are engineered with augmented backs to 
enhance momentum.

CELINE HOMME’s sneakers look sharp in their graphic 
simplicity. They’re made from white leather with black side 
panels subtly echoing the arcs of the ‘Triomphe’ monogram.

Off-White’s low-profile sneakers are a firm favourite with 
fans of the label every season because they’re so versatile 
- they look great with everything from sweats to tailoring. 
This white pair is made from durable canvas and branded 
on the sides with the signature arrow logo in army-green 
suede.

In a neutral white and grey colourway, Valentino 
Garavani’s ‘Rockrunner’ sneakers are made from a camo-
inspired combination of suede, leather and mesh. They’re 
grounded by gripped soles with tonal rubber studs around 
the heels.

The Row’s sporty ‘Owen’ sneakers are made from 
lightweight, breathable mesh and supple suede. They’re 
easy to dress up or down and have green Vibram rubber 
soles that match the laces.

gucci balenciaga

Celine Homme

Off-White

Valentino

The Row
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 Luxe 
REPORT
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Spectacular Season at Jumeirah Bali
The newly opened Jumeirah Bali has unwrapped an enticing 
programme of Christmas and New Year’s Eve celebrations ahead 
of its first festive season. From flame-grilled delights at AKASA and 
spectacular fireworks on the New Year’s Eve to languid brunches, 
this yuletide season Jumeirah Bali will be showing off the team’s 
culinary prowess as well as the resort’s cosy side. For enchanting 
Christmas Eve gatherings both intimate and large, Segaran Dining 
Terrace – where panoramic views of the ocean meet an elegant 
indoor/outdoor setting – invites guests to experience a gourmet 
Christmas Eve Dinner from Executive Chef Vincent Leroux for IDR 
1,650,000 ++ per person. Accompanying a masterfully rendered 
six-course meal that re-mixes subtle East Asian flavours will be live 
acoustic music and the sound of gently lapping waves drifting up 
from the beach below. On Christmas Day, an indulgent Christmas 
Brunch will be served at Segaran Dining Terrace inviting guests to 
settle into a serene afternoon, as Jumeirah chefs take them on a 
culinary journey of delectable Christmas dishes, holiday classics, 
South-East Asian delights and international fare. Festive carollers 
performing heart-warming renditions of Christmas songs and a live 
band will further add to the atmosphere of festive enchantment.

The Hari Hong Kong Launches “The Hari Art Prize”

Art has long been in the DNA of The Hari brand and is one of the core pillars of The 
Hari Hong Kong where a rotational showcase of exceptional artworks are curated 
by London-based A Space for Art. Further to the success of the launch of The Hari Art 
Prize in collaboration with A Space For Art at its sister hotel, The Hari London, The 
Hari Hong Kong is bringing this campaign to town to set the stage for young talents to 
unleash their artistic cells to the full, contributing to propel the vitality of the art scene 
in Hong Kong. The Hari Art Prize will be open to all emerging self-taught artists and 
recent art graduates in the last three years, and submissions will open on 1 February 
2023 till 31 March 2023. Artworks can be in any genre or medium but must be 
located in Hong Kong. 

The New 13 Paix

The 13 Rue de la Paix is the place of origin and collective memory, part of a trio 
that includes the two other temples: New Bond Street in London and 5th Avenue in 
New York. This sanctuary of Jeanne Toussaint and Louis Cartier was the birthplace 
of much of Cartier’s aesthetic and creative style, singular and plural, unique and 
universal, an inexhaustible source of inspiration for the treasures of the past and 
the future. A complete reinvention, the new building unveiled today belongs to no 
one period in time but respects them all. It favours no one style but celebrates them 
all. A free and theatrical interpretation of Parisian codes, it offers a sublimated, 
poetic and timeless version of the capital, its rooftops, its perspectives and its secret 
treasures. This architectural vision is that of the entire Cartier style, which finds its 
power in all eras and all cultures in order to capture the beauty and universality of 
each one. Apollonian and Dionysian beauty, purity and generosity.

Located in the tranquil Menteng area in the heart of Jakarta’s bustling central business district, Park Hyatt Jakarta opened on July 8, 
2022, marking the highly anticipated debut of the Park Hyatt brand in Indonesia. The hotel offers a distinctive collection of culinary, 
leisure and wellness experiences as well as unique event venues for bespoke celebrations, delivering the epitome of luxury in Jakarta. 
The hotel reflects Indonesia’s intricately layered diversity and takes inspiration from the vivid contrast between Jakarta’s modern urbanity 
and the country’s ancient natural environment. Inspired by the beauty of the Indonesian rainforests, traditional crafts and indigenous 
natural materials, the interior design of Park Hyatt Jakarta uses elements such as lava stone and copper as well as handwoven ikat 
textile motifs, intricate wood carvings and shields which are used to create a welcoming oasis of calm and elegance. The visual journey 
through the property symbolises the layers of a rainforest, starting with a richer, darker colour scheme on the lower floors that calls to 
mind the forest’s understory.

Contemporary Design and Sophisticated Luxury
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VOLVO INTRODUCES THE ELECTRIC 2024 EX90 SUV

Volvo has unveiled the Volvo EX90, its newest electric vehicle (EV), on the path to a fully electric future. 
In the base model, the car will have a four-wheel, dual-motor engine that can generate a combined 
402 horsepower and 568 pound-feet of torque. The Twin Motor Performance model, meanwhile, will 
produce 671 pound-feet of torque and 496 horsepower. The appearance of the vehicle, has carriage-
style doors that open to a more spacious interior because there is no internal combustion engine. A 
14.5-inch central screen inside houses an infotainment system with Google integration.

FERRARI UNVEILS THE 2023 LE MANS 499P HYPERCAR

In preparation for the 2023 World Endurance 
Championship, Ferrari has unveiled its brand-new 499P 
LMH (Le Mans Hypercar) prototype (WEC). The 499P 
moniker adheres to a naming custom that dates back to 
Ferrari’s early years, where the “P” stands for prototype 
and the “499” denotes the engine’s cubic centimetre 
displacement in terms of displacement. It will be the 
first time in 50 years that the automaker’s motorsports 
branch competes in the top level of endurance racing, with 
the last Ferrari Le Mans WEC race taking place in 1972. 
The Ferrari 499P is “wind designed,” with a complicated 
aerodynamic style complemented by elegant, flowing lines 
that mirrors Ferrari’s DNA. It is constructed on a carbon-
fibre monocoque chassis.

LAMBORGHINI’S HURACÁN STERRATO V10 ALL-TERRAIN 
SUPERCAR

The unique and completely insane Huracán Sterrato 
has been introduced by Lamborghini. It comes as rival 
firms like Porsche display their off-road-capable 911 
prototype and traditional all-terrain vehicles get better 
and better at keeping up with modern supercars. The 
first all-terrain supercar was developed by Lamborghini, 
which goes one step further. Starting with the looks, the 
Sterrato features a ride height increase and a serrated 
undercarriage for better ground clearance and plenty 
of rough-and-ready add-ons like extended bolt-on 
wheel arches, front LED lamps, roof racks, and lightly-
revised aerodynamics. Working toward the rear we find 
similarities to Lamborghini’s recently-released Huracán 
Technica, sporting a familiar-looking rear-end set-up with 
twin pipes sticking out the back.

PORSCHE 911 PROTOTYPE SCALES HIGHEST VOLCANO IN 
THE WORLD

A special Porsche 911 off-roader has set off on a mission 
to scale Ojo del Salado in Chile, the highest volcano in the 
world. Setting off on an adventure where temperatures 
fall as low as -22 degrees Fahrenheit, the Dakar-esque 
911 was designed for the toughest conditions on earth 
where there are no tracks and no roads. The 911 Carrera 
4S-based prototype arrived with heavy modifications 
including a roof rack for carrying equipment, raised 
fenders, a custom livery, and large off-road tires offering 
13.7 inches of ground clearance. The car was further 
optimised for higher performance during low speeds and 
locking differentials for maximum traction. Leading the 
challenge was Le Mans winner Romain Dumas, who took 
the car to 19,708 feet (6007 m) above sea level across 
walls of snow and large boulders.

The World of
AUTOMOTIVE LUXURY

When Design Meets Innovation

We’re here to hype you up on all the beautifully-designed automobile news and latest releases.

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

LUXE AUTOMOBILE
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BEAUTIFUL HOTEL DESTINATIONS
Somewhere along the way, hotels have become rightful destinations on their own. Here 
are some that are currently on top of our wander list.
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Le Sereno
St. Barths, St. Barthélemy

Ravishing and regal, La Mamounia hotel is set and styled in Moorish opulence. The hotel saw the 
likes of the great Winston Churchill walking through its halls, evident in the eponymous suite as 
a tribute to him. The journey begins in the corridors of La Mamounia, which magically reproduce 
Medina’s narrow streets. Behind the characteristic wooden doors that protect guests’ privacy lie 
135 rooms, 71 suites and 3 riads, where the quintessence of Moroccan craftsmanship is expressed 
in all its splendour, alongside impeccable contemporary decorations. The four restaurants at La 
Mamounia offer shaded terraces, fresh produce harvested from the hotel’s garden and unbound 
creativity. When in Marrakech, it’s only right to indulge and pamper yourself at its spa. Follow the 
stairs and let the lanterns’ chiaroscuro effect guide the way to La Mamounia’s Spa. It is a veritable 
sanctuary dedicated to beauty and well-being. 

mamounia.com/en/ 

La Mamounia
Marrakech, Morocco

You could call it Paris-on-sea – with all the poise, style and Missoni 
bikinis that it implies. St. Barths is one of the original jet set 
destinations, where celebrity meets society in a cosmopolitan crowd. 
While the design-driven hotel is new, loyal guests will feel that 
little has changed and will continue to enjoy Le Sereno’s signature 
approach to relaxed luxury and attentive service. Join the turtles and 
tropical fish at Le Sereno’s coral reef cove and, when underwater 
adventures pall, retreat to the handsome hotel’s Parisian-style rooms 
as the day ends. For stunning seascape, opt for the Grand Suite 
Plage, where the beach is merely a few footsteps away.

serenohotels.com/property/le-sereno/ 

Chablé Yucatán recovers the splendor of the aristocracy and the bases of Mayan 
well-being. It’s true: luxury attracts, as beauty does. As knowledge, as health. 
But today, luxury is not only being surrounded by fine objects: it is a way of 
seeing the world, of living in harmony, of receiving through the door of the 
senses the gift of the world. The hotel has pre-Hispanic-style temazcals or saunas, 
meditation lawns with fireflies dancing about and a cenote (pool) for lazy dips 
before an enriching treatment at the spa. The 19th century estate features a 
contemporary Mexican aesthetic where wellness seekers can wind down, amid 
the Yucatán jungle.

chablehotels.com/yucatan/ 
 

Chablé Yucatán
Yucatán, Mexico

Phang Nga Bay has to be one of the world’s most spectacular seascapes and it sets the stage for 
your magical stay on Koh Yao Noi. Just 45 minutes from Phuket, this Six Senses island resort in 
Thailand is as close to nature’s luxury as you can be. Here, it’s not just green, but every shade 
of blue and it’s ready and waiting for you. It’s Thailand reimagined. “Stilted and thatched” sets 
the mood for all-pool villas and suites that perch like plush tree houses within tropical greenery. 
Choose dramatic bay or romantic forest views and from one to four bedrooms. All the creature 
comforts, the soul-soothing spa and your personal GEM (Guest Experience Maker) make this a 
vacation with uplifting discoveries at every turn.

sixsenses.com/en/resorts/yao-noi 

Six Senses Yao Noi
Phang Nga, Thailand
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STAYING IN A WINTER WONDERLAND
Winter is the most magical of the year — the glistening snow, a white quilt of snowflakes kissing the trees, snow 
capped mountains, hot cocoa, sitting snugly in front of a fireplace and the cold climate. Experience your very own 

winter wonderland at these luxurious hotels, scattered across the globe. 

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Higashiyama Niseko Village
A Ritz Carlton Reserve

Higashiyama Niskeo Village, a Ritz-Carlton Reserve set in Japan’s 
winter wonderland is a stunning ski-in/ski-out resort that interweaves 
great personalised service with the Japanese charm, culture and cuisine. 
Embodying the philosophy of discovering oneself through nature 
(Kachou Fuugetsu), one can discover the power of solitude while on 
a mountain trek or realise the healing elements of Japan’s hot springs. 
Rooms and Suites at Higashiyama Niseko Village are designed around 
tthe alpine and mountain experience, inviting the beauty of nature to 
flourish within. Floor-to-ceiling windows look out over mount Yotei or 
Niseko Annupuri, and the interior décor is a juxtaposition of classic and 
contemporary aesthetics that hint elegantly to the surroundings.

ritzcarlton.com/en/hotels/japan/higashiyama 

Opus VXI
Bergen, Norway

Once the stomping ground of Vikings, this is a land rumbling with 
legends and rich with culture. The postcard-worthy town of Bergen 
is home to a Small Luxury Hotels of the World recipient — Opus 
XVI. Named after the famed piano concerto, this hotel is immersed 
in Bergen’s rich musical heritage and is helmed by descendants of 
Norwegian composer Edvard Grieg. In a renowned, historic building 
that was originally built as a bank, Opus XVI offers 65 unique and 
luxurious rooms located in the very heart of Bergen and each designed 
with classic yet modern design and interiors. Choose for a view of 
Mount Fløyen or the quiet plaza of Vågsallmenningen.

opusxvi.no

Gstaad, Switzerland 
“Gstaad is the last paradise in a crazy world,” Julie Andrews once 
exclaimed. And towering over this paradise is the luxurious Gstaad 
Palace, which has long been a winter playground for glamorous 
jetsetters. One of the last family-operated hotels in Switzerland and 
managed by the third generation of the Scherz family, it has withstood 
a history of over a hundred years, offering old world elegance to its 
well-to-do guests. If circumstances allow, opt for the suites, where you 
will have a magical view of the Swiss mountains from inside the rooms 
outfitted with alpine elegance.

www.palace.ch

Hotel La Perla
Dolomites, Italy

Nestled in a quiet, cozy corner of Corvara village’s stunning 
landscape, is Hotel La Perla, a family-run property renowned 
worldwide for its distinctive approach to hospitality and to creating 
joyful and lasting guest relationships. Offering sheets of ice and alpine 
atmosphere, Hotel La Perla allures skiers and dreamers to bask in its 
very own winter wonderland. Here, bounteous and dreamy rooms 
exude style and sophistication with warmth, respect, and etiquette at 
the fore. Après-ski, indulge their one Michelin star gourmet restaurant 
where traditions and modernity are married, serving dishes prepared 
with quality ingredients and the emotions of chef Nicola Laera for an 
amazing culinary experience. Mahatma is the celebrated wine cellar 
here — a visit a must along with the indoor pool and Spa where 
one can release the knots that bind the body with natural holistic 
treatments. Winter season here is naturally as magnificent as one can 
imagine – the climate, snow-capped mountains and sheets of snow.
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Arctic Snow Hotel & Glass Igloos
Rovaniemi, Finland 

Make like modern-day Eskimos in this frosty destination in the city of Rovaniemi, Finland, where white winters are guaranteed. Inside, 
temperatures are set to a chilly -3ºC to retain the original forms of decorative sculptures and furniture in the rooms. If that sends chills down 
your spine, their heated glass igloos will make a warmer option. When you lie down at night, starry skies – or if you’re lucky, the Northern 
Lights – become your roof. When the Northern Lights do illuminate the skies of Rovaniemi, you will be waken up by an optional aurora alarm, 
so you will not miss a thing

www.arcticsnowhotel.fi

Le Lodge Park
Megève, France

Tucked in the region of vinous valleys and mighty peaks of the Rhône-Alpes, Le Lodge Park blends into its arresting surroundings. For those seeking 
for a perfect winter wonderland, this is it. 
Nestle comfortably in the chairs facing the fireplace or on the heated terrace, looking back and reminiscing the highlights of the day. After a day 
of thrilling descent down the slopes, bask in Megève’s legendary après-ski atmosphere at the hotel’s bar, outfitted in the rustic, lodge look. Now 
ready for your evening, whether you are in a festive mood or simply want to relish in a good times, head over to the Beef Lodge for the finest 
cuts of meat or a stylish truffle-themed evening meal at the Fermes de Marie for a gastronomic adventure to be remembered. After a long and 
fulfilling day, retire to the distinct and rustic rooms in Lodge Park, where the walls are dressed in authentic Scottish fittings and playful touches of 
exotic textures — leather headboard in hues of Bordeaux and gold, crisp-white bed linens with the warming touch of a woven fur throw, nestled 
just close enough to the room’s fireplace. 
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CARL HANSEN & SØN
PLICO LOUNGE CHAIR

When designing the Plico Chair, Danish design duo Preben Fabricius 
and Jørgen Kastholm sought to create a chair that takes up as little space 
as possible when not in use while not compromising on comfort. Looking 
to highlight what other designers often seek to hide, they created a 
deceptively simple design with visible joints, beautiful brass fittings and 
accomplished craftsmanship.

WOUD 
MEADOW LOUNGE CHAIR

Meadow is characterised by amiable organic shapes and curvy lines. 
Made from high-quality foam, the lounge chair persuasively portrays a solid 
yet soaring silhouette, while it offers a comfortable seating experience. A 
comfort that is enhanced by its wide seat combined with the lightly swaying 
metal frame. Constructed to support the movement of the human body. The 
Meadow lounge chair is available in WOUD’s predefined upholstery price 
groups and comes in either black painted steel, chrome or brushed stainless 
steel with a matching slip-resistant cushion.

GUBI
TS OUTDOOR COFFEE TABLE

Poul Henningsen’s iconic Artichoke is known worldwide. The 72 precisely 
positioned leaves form 12 unique rows of six leaves each. They illuminate 
the fixture, as well as emit diffused light with a unique pattern. Reflection 
from the light source is diffused in the sandblasted lower surfaces, and 
this light is reflected decoratively in the top surfaces, giving the fixture a 
unique glow. The surface treatment on the glass leaves eliminates direct 
glare. For the energy saving LED variant the quality of light and atmosphere 
surrounding the product is kept at the highest level.

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

HAUTE HOMEWARE
The Best Danish Designs 

CARL HANSEN & SØN
WEGNER CH106 TABLE

Rib sideboard and cabinet are timeless and elegant storage 
solutions.The design is inspired by the architecture of Nordic 
summerhouses from the 1960’s with wooden slats adorning 
the façade creating an interesting and decorative exterior. Rib 
continues this architectural heritage by having trapeze-shaped 
wooden panels, which add character to the design. The 
wooden slats create a visual break in the uniform surface of 
the front and add depth and dynamics.To further reference the 
source of inspiration, Rib is designed in oak veneer with solid 
oak slats and base and equipped with a push latch, making 
handles redundant. This creates a harmonious expression 
mirroring a stringent wooden facade.The Rib collection 
consists of a cabinet and sideboard available in either 
lacquered oak veneer or painted and lacquered oak veneer.

NORR11
FRAMES PENDANT LAMP

Frames is a dynamic pendant that can transform from a 
2-dimensional appearance to a 3-dimensional object. We 
live in a time where more lightning has become digitally 
adjustable. Frames is a manually counter-reaction to the 
digital world. With manual rotation, one can create different 
light settings and change the expression of the design. In other 
words, Frames creates a dialogue between you, the design 
and its natural material. Unfolded Frames creates an intimate 
and mute light setting while the light becomes sharp when flat 
packed. In the daylight, the pendant appears as an aesthetic 
sculpture, which gives a beautiful addition to your home.
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SQUALENE 
          VS 
             SQUALANE
Squalane is a derivative of squalene and is much lighter (and thus a better 
option for acne-prone skin). It also has a longer shelf life than squalene 
as it does not go through oxidisation, which is why it’s more commonly 
used in skincare. Squalene, with an e, is naturally produced by the body. 
More specifically, it’s produced by the sebaceous (oil) glands in our skin. 
The sebum that our sebaceous glands produce is actually made up of 
triglycerides, wax esters and squalene. Unfortunately for all of us, though, 
our natural production of squalene significantly decreases after the age of 
30. Squalene in its natural state isn’t very stable, which is why, for skincare 
purposes, it goes through a saturation process to become squalane.

Despite the fact that we spend a lifetime in our own skin, it contains 
plenty of components that most of us have never heard of. Take 
squalene, for example. The term may be new to you but it’s actually a 
natural oil that exists in your epidermis! When made for skin care, it 
becomes squalane, and you may have seen it on store shelves or in some 
of your favourite products.

A GUIDE 
TO SQUALANE
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

6. It controls oil.
Because squalane mimics our skin’s natural 
sebum, or oil, it can actually help to control 
natural oils. The skin recognises squalane as a 
naturally occurring oil and therefore produces 
less on its own, making it a great choice for 
anyone struggling with oily skin.

7. It can help fade the look of dark spots.
With powerful antioxidant qualities, squalane 
benefits include improving the appearance of 
your skin tone which can include fading the look 
of dark spots. It can brighten your overall look, 
helping to even out your complexion.

8. It’s similar to our own skin’s oil.
Because it’s so close to our skin’s own oil, 
squalane can help us retain the youthful glow 
that comes so naturally when we’re young. It 
works on almost all skin types since it’s so closely 
related to what our bodies produce.

9. It’s light and breathable.
Because squalane is naturally occurring in the 
body, it’s a great lightweight addition to your 
skincare routine. It’s never greasy and offers 
moisture without the added heaviness that some 
oils and products create.

10. It can help reduce temporary redness.
Squalane has a gentle effect on the skin and can 
actually lessen the appearance of temporary 
redness. Expect it to help alleviate discomfort and 
promote an even, revitalised skin tone.

HOW SQUALANE HELPS THE SKIN:

1. It reduces the appearance of fine lines.
Squalane helps to nurture the skin which prolongs 
a more youthful look and texture. It minimises 
the look of any fine lines or wrinkles (and helps 
to prevent the look of new ones) to create a 
renewed, refreshed look. Like best-night’s-sleep-
of-your-life refreshed.

2. It moisturises skin.
Squalane serves as a lightweight moisturiser 
and leaves skin hydrated, supple, and luminous. 
Because it’s so similar to your skin’s own oil, it 
tends to provide just the right amount of moisture 
without over (or under) doing it.

3. It softens texture.
Because of its hydrating and antioxidant 
properties, squalane oil can actually help 
improve the look of your skin’s texture — so you’ll 
be baby smooth! Over time it can even help to 
reduce the appearance of pores and other spots 
on your skin.

4. It soothes skin and prevents irritation.
Squalane benefits include a soothing quality 
that can help prevent and alleviate irritation. It 
goes on smoothly and offers a pleasant, calming 
sensation.

5. It’s non-comedogenic.
Comedogenic refers to whether or not an 
ingredient is likely to clog your pores. Squalane 
is considered non-comedogenic so it’s a great 
choice for all skin types.
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BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

DAILY DETOX

If you’ve heard or own a gua sha or jade roller, you’re probably familiar with the term lymphatic drainage. This technique dates back to the 1930’s, when 
it was developed by Emil Vodder, a physical therapist from Denmark. Essentially, lymphatic drainage consists of massaging the skin manually to encourage 

lymphatic circulation and help remove waste and toxins from the body.

What is Lymphatic Drainage?

As the name suggests, lymphatic drainage is the process of draining and 
circulating fluid from your lymph nodes using massage techniques. The mas-
sages encourage your lymphatic system to deliver fresh nutrients to your cells 
and will really wake up your skin. Typically done in the mornings, the result 
is clear, depuffed and glowing skin. The benefits of lymphatic drainage are 
not limited to your face and neck as lymph nodes are located throughout 
the body, with large clusters in the underarm and groin areas. To achieve a 
head-to-toe glow, indulge in a full-body massage.

Lymphatic drainage techniques

Now that you have a better understanding of how the lymphatic system 
works, read on to learn the techniques in draining it, so you can maximise its 
detoxifying effect and improve your skin’s health.

Circular movements toward lymph nodes

In order to drain the lymphatic fluid, massage your face with the tip of your 
fingers or pads and while doing this, always work upward and from the 
middle of the face towards the lymph nodes around the neck and ears. The 
key to a good lymphatic drainage massage is using gentle movements. It’s 
important to apply very light pressure to stimulate tissues, as the lymph ves-
sels are just below the skin. Repeat each step six times for best results.

Massage without oil or cream

To optimise drainage, this should be a dry massage, which means doing it 
without applying oils or creams to the skin. So, if you want to incorporate 
lymphatic drainage into your skincare routine, start by cleansing your face, 
then perform your massage before applying any further skincare products.

The golden rule of lymphatic drainage — use upward and out-
ward motions

If there’s one rule you must remember, always work upward and outward 
when massaging. Start with the neck, then move up to the jawline and chin, 
gradually work up to the mouth, nose, eyes and glabella (the space between 
the eyebrows), and finish by massaging the forehead.

THE BENEFITS OF LYMPHATIC MASSAGE

• Reveals skin’s radiance
Lymphatic drainage helps diminish the toxin buildup below the skin surface. 
When practised regularly, it promotes blood flow, smooths the features and 
improves the complexion. Lymphatic massage is particularly recommended 
for anyone prone to dull skin. 

P/S: Upon completing the lymphatic drainage massage, continue to mas-
sage your face as you apply your skincare products. Do this by using a gua 
sha massage tool, made from rose quartz. It’s perfect for boosting circula-
tion, stimulating skin cell renewal and giving your complexion a newfound 
glow.

• Reduces signs of fatigue
Boasting a soothing and firming effect, lymphatic drainage massage helps 
restore energy and vitality to your skin while also reducing the appearance 
of dark circles and puffiness below the eyes. So, if you’re looking puffy or 
swollen after a restless night, lymphatic drainage will immediately help by 
decongesting tissues.

• Prevents skin ageing
By stimulating little-used, sagging muscles, lymphatic drainage can give a 
fuller appearance to facial features. Facial massages also help to boost the 
skin’s natural collagen production, improving density and elasticity.

• Desensitises the skin
In addition, lymphatic drainage can also reduce both rosacea and skin re-
activity. Lymphatic massage is often recommended for very sensitive skin that 
can’t tolerate deep massage movements, as well as skin that suffers from 
dermatitis.

• Purifies the skin
The act of massaging improves the circulation of lymph in the subcutaneous 
tissue. Draining the waste and toxins beneath the skin regularly makes it eas-
ier for the body to eliminate them. Those who suffer from acne breakouts are 
recommended a lymphatic drainage massage. If you have blemish-prone 
skin, massage it for five minutes every day before applying your skincare 
products.

Facial Lymphatic Drainage
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BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

SKIP IT

Although skipping rope was originally mostly associated with schoolgirls, boxers use it as a favourite training 
tool for a reason, or rather, a number of reasons. They have utilised it for strength, balance and cardiovascu-
lar training for a very long time. Nowadays, people from many walks of life and other sports are becoming 
aware of the health benefits of hopping cables, which go far beyond preventing a left hook. Examples of 

celebrities include Halle Berry and Jennifer Garner.

If you’ve been sedentary for the last three months, it might be wise to start with a low-impact cardio option to 
build your aerobic base first. This is because while jumping rope may look easy and it’s possible to remem-
ber it as such from way back in the day, it’s anything but. There are several benefits to using a rope in your 
exercise programme, yet nothing worthwhile ever comes easily. Following are how skipping rope can make 

you jump for joy. 

IMPROVES BONE HEALTH
Rope jumping is a load-bearing exercise or 
an exercise that requires you to put weight 
on your skeleton. For this reason, it helps to 
improve your bone health. Additionally, be-
cause it promotes bone formation in children, 
it may have an even bigger effect on young 
individuals even if it’s fantastic for preserving 
bone density in adults. On the other hand, a 
study published in BioMed Research Interna-
tional suggests that weight-bearing exercises 
like jumping rope may also aid to enhance 
bone health in postmenopausal women, the 
group most affected by osteoporosis. So skip-
ping rope has sealed itself as a terrific habit 
to develop and maintain a strong skeleton 
throughout your life at any age.

COULD PREVENT INJURY
Jumping rope is supposed to help avoid inju-
ries since the stronger a bone is, the more dif-
ficult it is to break it. For instance, osteoporosis 
patients are more likely to fracture their bones 
during routine activities like leaning over. The 
more weight-bearing exercises you engage in 
throughout your life, such as rope jumping, 
the lower your risk of developing osteoporosis 
and breaking bones in minor mishaps. Rope 
jumping may also help prevent injuries to the 
ankle, because the movement utilises and 
therefore strengthens all the muscles that sup-

Jump Rope Benefits You Don’t Want to Skip

port it. Jumping rope is a great way to build 
stability and mobility of the ankle joint. These 
benefits make jumping rope great for anyone 
looking to avoid injury or for someone who is 
coming back from an injury.

IMPROVES CARDIOVASCULAR HEALTH
Experts maintain that jumping rope is a great 
cardiorespiratory exercise. Why? Jumping 
rope can be high intensity. This means that 
the heart rate response to jumping rope can 
be much higher than other forms of cardio like 
walking, jogging, or cycling; although you 
can push hard on these types of cardio to get 
a high-intensity workout as well. Such cardio-
vascular exercise isn’t just good for the heart 
and lungs, either. It can help prevent weight 
gain, high blood pressure, Diabetes, certain 
types of cancers and a number of other clini-
cal conditions, too. Skip the cardio machines, 
whip out your jump rope, and reap the heart-
healthy benefits it provides.

IMPROVES COORDINATION 
AND BALANCE
Coordination is key to a successful rope 
jump—specifically amongst your hands, feet, 
and eyes—so repeated practice can improve 
your overall coordination. It takes concentra-
tion and body awareness to jump rope; it’s 
not an easy exercise. On the other hand, 

jumping rope can be challenging if you lack 
coordination to begin with. In order to keep 
things as simple as possible with basic skips, 
we suggest beginning out at a manageable 
pace (aka slowly).

HELPS FIND YOUR RHYTHM
Jumping rope is all about timing. When you 
start getting creative with it, such as by per-
forming high knees, double-unders, criss-cross-
es, and double side swipes, you’ll see a rapid 
improvement in your speed and rhythm. If 
tricks aren’t your thing, try occasionally switch-
ing between a fast and slow cadence to keep 
your pace interesting.

BURNS OFF THE CALORIES
Skipping rope is one of the best calorie-burn-
ing exercises. Its burn rate is between 667 to 
990 calories per hour. What’s more: Research 
supports the idea that jumping rope provides 
a better burn than running. According to a re-
cent 2011 study, skipping rope has a MET 
value [a measure used to estimate the amount 
of energy an activity expends] of 11, while 
running at 5mph (12 min/mile) has a MET 
value of 8.3. Running at a speed of 7mph 
(8.5 min/mile) has a MET value of 11, the 
equivalent to skipping rope. In other words, 
you have to run pretty fast to equal (the caloric 
burn) of jumping rope.
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WORKOUTS TO HELP WITH BAD POSTURE
A Good Stance and Posture Reflect a Proper State of Mind

Life as an office drone might be good for your bank account — but your cushy job is not great for your body. Work out all 
you want on your own time, but if you spend all day sitting at a desk, you’re bound to develop some poor posture habits. 

Add in the constant attention we give to our smartphones, and your neck, shoulders, and back are likely to be in even rough-
er shape. Now, according to specialists, we need to be concerned about “text neck”, a plethora of problems that come from 
being hunched over your phone all day. Your neck is forward, your shoulders are slouching, there’s more rounding of the 

upper back, and you’re closing up your body. Not only does that give you the posture of Quasimodo, but it can also cause 
muscular imbalances, neck pain, and problems with wrist mobility. And if you start an exercise while slouched like that, you 
can be setting yourself up for injury. Taking a few minutes at the gym and throughout your day can make a big difference in 

helping you feel better, avoid injuries, hit your fitness goals and help with bad posture.

• FIXING POSTURE AT WORK
Moving more is the best thing you can do to ease the muscular pain 
from sitting at a desk all day. Physical therapist and strength coaches 
have advised to take a 30-minute break every hour to stretch out and 
take a brief stroll. Your tissue is just like a rubber band. Sitting puts 
steady force on the rubber band, causing some stretching. To help 
offset some of the harmful effects of sitting, getting up and moving 
around resets. Then stretch out a few common tight spots: Nod your 
head up and down and stretch your neck side to side, then do a few 
shoulder rolls forward and backward as far as you can. Next stretch 
out your wrists: Interlace your fingers and flip your palms to face away 
from your body. Raise your arms to shoulder height and extend your 
elbows, while simultaneously pushing your palms away from your 
body. And for your upper back — while seated, place both hands on 
your desk. Straighten your arms and round your back. Gently press 
your hands into your desk as you try to expand your upper back with 
your inhales. Exhale and repeat up to five times. If it helps, set an alarm 
to remind you to get up and do these exercises every 30 minutes. The 
more you can do it, the better. 

• FIXING BAD POSTURE AT HOME
Regular static stretching will help lengthen and stretch muscles that may 
become contracted as a result of excessive cell phone use. So consider 
adding these stretches to your morning routine after your shower, 
when your muscles are warmed up.

• REVERSE TABLETOP
Sit with your knees bent, feet flat on the floor, and palms directly behind 
body with your fingertips pointing toward your butt. Inhale, gently 
pressing into your hands and feet to lift your butt off the floor, extending 
your hips toward the ceiling. Exhale and draw your shoulder blades 
toward each other to open your chest while carefully lowering your head 
back and tilting your chin up. Hold for 15 to 30 seconds. Repeat until 
you've stretched for a total of 60 seconds.

• CAT/COW
Get on all fours with your wrists aligned below your shoulders and your 
knees aligned below your hips. Keep your toes tucked under. Inhale, 
relaxing your belly so it moves toward the floor, and gently arching your 
back, tilting your tailbone and chin toward the ceiling. Exhale, gently 
rounding your spine, drawing your chin to your chest, and untucking 
your toes. Repeat this movement back and forth for 6 to 10 reps.

• BIRD DOG
From the same all fours position, tuck your right toes under and extend 
your right leg behind you. Slowly lift your leg off the floor no higher than 
hip height. Bracing your core, slowly reach your left arm forward no 
higher than shoulder height and turn your palm inward so your thumb 
points toward the ceiling. Hold for no more than 7 to 8 seconds, keeping 
your hips and shoulders level. Return to starting position and repeat on 
the opposite side. Continue alternating for 6 to 10 reps on each side.

• T-SPINE MOBILITY IN CHILD’S POSE
From all fours, sit back onto your heels as in child's pose. Place one hand 
behind your head with your elbow pointing toward the floor. Rotate your 
chest until your elbow points to the ceiling. Lower back to the starting 
position. Do 6 to 10 reps, then switch sides.
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Noorfuji Anggara
MARGATULUS
S O L O  E X H I B I T I O N

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

8 DECEMBER TILL 31 DECEMBER 2022
VENUE :  KLAS @ 150, JALAN MAAROF, BANGSAR KUALA LUMPUR

Noorfuji Anggara
Margatulus, 2022
Acrylic on canvas, 306 x 183 cm Noorfuji Anggara

Bimbingan, 2022
Acrylic on canvas, 122 x 92 cm

Noorfuji Angarra, who is affectionately known as Fuji, is a young, emerging artist who was born in Kuala Selangor and 
currently resides in Klang. The artist graduated and holds a bachelor’s degree in Fine Arts from UiTM, in January 2019. 
Upon his graduation, Fuji has been catapulted into the Malaysian art industry, full steam ahead, by participating in numerous 

exhibitions and competitions. He juggles between multiple bodies of work almost simultaneously, exploring a variety of styles and 
forms that expresses his thoughts about all things nature through the means of pop figuration, semi abstract and semi expressionism. 

Of late, Fuji has found himself returning to one of his favourite themes, which explores semi expressionist paintings. He has a 
fondness for combining space, composition and figuration and stylising it into abstract lines. Besides producing artworks, the artist is 
also actively involved in painting art murals and participating in various mural art competitions. He had an internship and exhibited 
his artwork in Sangkring Art Space, Yogyakarta for almost 3 months. He was involved in collaboration projects with Galeri Petronas 

as a panel artist and Art talks during workshop events in Galeri Petronas.
 

Noorfuji Angarra holds multiple awards under his belt, starting with him snagging the 1st Prize in Rediscovering Nature & Environment 
(Vision Petron Art Competition) in 2016. The next year, in 2017, the artist participated and won the Jury Pick Art Against’s Aids 
Competition. The revelry continued in 2018 when Fuji won the consolation award for the 2018 IMU Competition Consolation Art 
Against AIDS Competition. Then, in 2019, as the world came to a screeching halt from the COVID-19 pandemic, so did Fuji’s 
participation in exhibitions and awards, but it didn’t stop him from producing paintings. The winning streak resumed in 2021, with 
a consolation for Art Against Aid Karex Competition and in 2022, won by the online visitor Winner Bakat Muda Sezaman 2021. 
Most recently, Fuji participated in the Emerging Artist Award 2022 under the CIMB Artober event that took place in Glo Damansara.

Margatulus

The term Marga is an Indonesian word that refers to a 
clan, family or particular community. It can also refer to 
a family’s ancestry, from grandfather to father, to son, 
to grandson, to great grandson and so on. Marga is 
often used by the nobility and in present day, has been 
adapted by the community. The word Tulus carries the 
meaning of sincerity, honesty and pure-heartedness, or 
wholeheartedness. 

The combination of the two words culminates to 
Margatulus — a series of works that is a representation 
of my family, where I started, my development as an 
artist, my process of creating and the inspiration and 
experiences I seek around me. In addition, I produce 
one painting at a time, in various sizes, enhanced by 
positive expressions driven towards a visual spectacle that 
conceals a story within each painting.

WHAT MADE YOU PURSUE AN EDUCATION AND EVENTUALLY A 
CAREER IN ART?

I’ve always had the inclination to draw since I was in primary school. I started 
drawing cartoon animation when I was 10, and even won an award at a 
watercolour competition. My father is an artist and he worked on portraits at 
Central Market KL for the longest time. He played a part in influencing my 
path in art. My father inspired me to pursue a diploma education in Fine Arts 
at UiTM. During my time there, my lecturers exposed me to art exhibitions 
and competitions, in which I participated in. I was selected to exhibit my 
work at the Vision Petron Art Competition and secured first place. From that 
moment on, I was convinced of my journey and aspired to be a successful 
artist. Then, I continued my studies and graduated with a Bachelors degree, 
also in Fine Art, at UiTM Shah Alam. 

WHAT OR WHOM INSPIRES YOU AND YOUR WORK?

There are many people who inspire me. Throughout my education in fine 
art, I’ve been so fortunate to have crossed paths with fellow contemporaries 
as well as famed artists who have always inspired me. My participation in 
the Sangkring Art Project “Ikhlas Untuk Jogja” at Sangkring Art Space in 
Indonesia in 2019 was truly an eye opener and an incredible stepping stone 
for my career. After my stint under the tutelage of Pak Putu Sutawijaya in 
Jogjakarta, I received lots of invitations to showcase my paintings at various 
art galleries. The opportunities I received paved the way for me to set up a 
studio space with 10 artist friends who were contemporaries. We constantly 
brainstormed on ideas on a regular basis and formed a great working 
relationship. This studio we formed together essentially became a space for 
us to create our individualistic ideas and styles. 

My main inspiration to create comes from the reflection of the life from 
my father and family, the most important people and closest and dearest 
support system to me. My work is a narrative of life — living in the city and 
being part of urbanisation. For example, my works typically centralised and 
was themed around struggles that come from living in the city, the loss, 
degradation and abuse of the natural environment. I also reflected often 
on the family struggles and social predicaments which can be seen in my 
works in this exhibition.

In Conversation with Fuji Anggara
On Passion and Perserverance

My paintings often narrate and depict the subject of struggle. It’s a theme 
that I often revisit, especially since my father, who hails from Indonesia, 
struggled to provide for his family. He undertook multiple jobs as a fisherman, 
contractor, factory worker and street artist in order to support and provide 
for his family. My father is my biggest influence and is a constant reminder 
of my identity as a Javanese Indonesian. We have always retained our 
culture and traditions.

COULD YOU WALK US THROUGH YOUR PROCESS OF CREATING 
AN ARTWORK?

For the past three years, I have illustrated the subject of social realism and 
everything involved in that regard. With every artwork I produce, there’s 
a story I wish to convey through the pieces. Each, according to my muse 
and influence, varies in subject, from the struggle to survive, as well as the 
appreciation of nature and living. I’m inclined to stylise my paintings, using 
the method of expressionism. All of my paintings contain various elements 
of my Javanese Indonesian identity. My surroundings have a big impact on 
me too. My experience working as a resident artist cum gallery assistant in 
KLAS since 2021 has surely given me an insight  and undoubtedly shaped 
and contributed to the new style of my works the past year. 

ART FEATURES
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Final show for “Ikhlas Untuk Jogja” Exhibition 2018 at 
Sangkring Art Space in Yogyakarta Indonesia 
with Pak Putu Sutawijaya

He completely finish his artworks for final degree exhibition 
Uitm Shah alam

Fuji and his space in Klas Plus Art Space

WHO IS YOUR BIGGEST ARTISTIC INFLUENCE?

The greats inspire me. My soul speaks to the late Khalil Ibrahim’s works 
and Datuk Ibrahim Hussein. Considering that I’m a young artist, there’s 
so much inspiration to look forward to throughout my journey. Yusof 
Ghani is another artist whose works transports me to another world, and 
creates a unique experience for me. His works and style of painting gives 
me confidence to be brave in keeping my unique identity and style as 
an artist. 

IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT ARE SOME OF THE SIMILARITIES AND 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN A PAINTING ON CANVAS AND MURAL?

There’s much differences and similarities to canvas and mural painting. 
Canvas is a type of fabric or material in which various painting styles 
are exclusively shown. Mural is also a method of expression, to which it 
shares similarities with canvas. Murals are executed on a grander scale, 
which means it’s a big production. It’s also typically commissioned-
based. Another significant difference between the two is the type of paint 
used, as murals tend to require heavier duty, industrial paint. 

WHAT IS YOUR PREFERRED MATERIAL OR MEDIUM OF CHOICE?

My favourite material is acrylic and oil painting. Acrylic dries faster, while 
oil painting is more laborious because it depends on layering and mixing 
with other ingredients such as turpentine  and linseed oil to create a 
beautiful effect. I lean mostly towards acrylic medium as it’s easier to 
manipulate and control to create the desired colours. 

HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOUR ARTISTIC STYLE?

My works are more figurative, comprising a fraction of lines over lines, 
breaking away from creating the perfect shape and form. I would say my 
paintings are semi figurative abstract. 

WHAT THEMES DO YOU ENJOY WORKING ON?

Nature and people are among the themes that pique my interest. I 
enjoy employing vibrant colours, with a beautiful transition of bright 
that overlaps to dark and light again. This, paired with the spontaneous 
creation of lines that I feel works for the composition and to balance out 
the colours. 

DO YOU STILL REMEMBER YOUR FIRST PAINTING OR ART THAT 
YOU PRODUCED?

I would say that the very first artwork that I produced and was recognised 
was a piece for the Vision Art Petron Competition at The Curve, 
Damansara. It was entitled, ‘Lonely Environment’ and depicted the story 
of struggle.

“I hope to be an established artist, carve a name for myself and for my 
career to follow the same path as other celebrated artists, with my works 
exhibited all over the country and internationally. I want to make my 
family proud. It would also be incredible to have my works displayed 
alongside the greats, legendary artists including Pak Putu Sutawijaya, 
Heri Dono, Nyoman Masriadi, German artist Neo Rauch, Pak Yusof Ghani, 
Rafiee Ghani, Jailani Abu Hassan, Ahmad Zakii Anwar, Haafiz Shahimi 
and many more. Not forgetting my contemporaries, who are incredibly 
talented in their own respect, whom I also look up to and they are Shafiq 
Nordin, Fadilah Karim, Syed Fakaruddin, Najib Ahmad Bamadhaj, Hirzaq 
Harris and Hishammudin Abdullah to name a few”, said Fuji.

Noorfuji Anggara
Menunggu Sekian Hari, 2022
Acrylic on canvas, 183 x 122 cm

Noorfuji Anggara
 Santai Diri, 2022
Acrylic on canvas,  91 x 76 cm

Noorfuji Anggara
Mendaki Mimpi, 2022
Acrylic on canvas, 137 x 137 cm

Noorfuji Anggara
Iramamerah, 2022
Acrylic on canvas, 170 x 170 cm
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Noorfuji Anggara
Tuah, 2022
Acrylic on canvas,152 x 182 cm

Noorfuji Anggara
 Irama Geri, 2022
Acrylic on canvas, 92 x 92 cm

Noorfuji Anggara
Morning Routine I, 2022
Acrylic on canvas, 88 x 106 cm

Noorfuji Anggara
Jiwa Mekar, 2022
Acrylic on canvas, 152 x 152 cm

Noorfuji Anggara
Morning Routine II, 2022
Acrylic on canvas, 92 x 182 cm

Noorfuji Anggara
Teguh, 2022
Acrylic on canvas, 92 x 122 cm

Noorfuji Anggara
Si Juang, 2022
Acrylic on canvas, 62 x 62 cm

Noorfuji Anggara
Duduk Bersila, 2022
Acrylic on canvas, 63 x 63 cm

Noorfuji Anggara
Warna Diri, 2022
Acrylic on canvas, 137 x 182 cm

Noorfuji Anggara
Warna Diri, 2022
Acrylic on canvas, 137 x 182 cm
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TITI FUSION
Titi Fusion, Lot 19, Jalan Radin Bagus 
9, Bandar Baru Sri Petaling, 57000 

Kuala Lumpur.

NOBU KL’S FESTIVE OMAKASE
ThL4A-05, Level 4A Shoppes at 

Four Seasons Place Kuala Lumpur 
No, 145, Jalan Ampang, 50450 

Kuala Lumpur.

Bar Trigona
145, Jalan Ampang, Kuala Lumpur, 
50450 Kuala Lumpur
+603-2382 8670

Mantra bar
Rooftop Bangsar Village II.
+60 17-344 8299 

The Roof
1 First Avenue Bandar Utama, 
Petaling Jaya
+60 3-8605 3388

4, Jln Delima,kl

Hotel . Non-Halal . Private Dining

                Jasons Food Hall 
is a favourite with shoppers, as it 
offers an extensive range of fresh and 
international food brands.  
10am - 10pm daily.

Tel: 03-2117 3111

Tel: 03-2691 6599

Tel: 03-2782 3800

Tel: 03-2142 6636

Tel: 03-5633 2530

Tel: 03-6201 6553

Tel: 03-2786 9333

10am - 10pm dayly

Tel: 03-6211 7877

/ 2430 / 2431

Tel: 03-2697 9312

Tel: 03-8949 6288

Centre 03-2148 8744

03-2782 3875

KL’s Best Bar

Avenue K Shopping Mall
156 Jalan Ampang, 50450 Kuala 
Lumpur. Tel: 03 2168 7800
Avenue K is Kuala Lumpur’s coolest 
urban hub where life and creativity are 
celebrated. The new Avenue K aims to 
indulge your retail desires, cater to your 
entertainment needs and satisfy your 
appetite for top-notch dining in comfort. 
Far from a regular mall, it offers exciting 
experiences and a trend setting venue 
where shoppers can relax and treat 
yourself to a good time. With over 60 
exciting dining options including Fresca 
Mexican Kitchen, Dolly Dim Sum, 
Samba Brazilian Steakhouse, Sushi 
Zanmai, Nene Chicken, Boat Noodle, 
Sushi King and Bankara Ramen. there 
is no doubt that Avenue K is a foodie’s 
heaven.  • 10am to 10pm

IOI City Mall
Management Office, Unit T2-3A-3 & 
Unit T2-3A-3A, Level 3A, IOI City Tower 
Two, Lebuh IRC, IOI Resort City, 62502 
Putrajaya, Sepang, Selangor. 
Tel: 03-8328 8900
The multi award-winning IOI City Mall, 
located within IOI Resort City, is the 
largest mall in Southern Klang Valley. It 
is easily accessible via major highways 
and public transport. Its 1.5 million sq. 
ft. of lettable space is occupied by trendy 
fashion brands, supermarket, cineplexes 
and F&B outlets offering exquisite local 
and international dining experiences.  • 
10am to 10pm

MyTOWN Shopping Centre
No.6, Jalan Cochrane Cheras, Seksyen 
90, 55100 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 03-2710 0057
MyTOWN is located in Kuala Lumpur, 
anchored by IKEA Cheras. Visit us 
easily by bypass or take a ride on the 
MRT to the Cochrane underground 
MRT station. The blend of fashion 
forward retail, amazing amenities, 
stylish alfresco events make MyTOWN 
the premier shopping destination in the 
heart of Kuala Lumpur. It’s more than 
just shopping… It’s an experience for 
everyone in the family!
• 10am to 10pm

The Starling Mall
6, Jalan SS 21/37, Damansara 
Utama, 47400 Petaling Jaya, Selangor.
Tel: 03-7730 7000
Built in an organic form with a fluid 
façade and natural setting, The Starling 
is a space where nature is immersed 
into urban retail environment to create 
a unique space for togetherness in 
harmony with nature. 

Celestial Court
03-2717 9988
• Jalan Sultan Ismail • Sheraton 
Imperial Kuala Lumpur Hotel  
• Oriental Cuisine • Casual Dining

FLOUR Restaurant
012-960 0053 • Unit No. 69 & 71G, 
Jalan Medan Setia 1, Bukit Damansara, 
50490 Kuala Lumpur. • Fine Dining
• Pork-free

Shang Palace
03-2074 3904 • 11 Jalan Sultan Ismail  
50250 Kuala Lumpur  • Pork-free 
• Shangri-La Hotel KL • Cantonese 
Cuisine

Yun House 
03-2382 8888 • Four Seasons Place, 
145 Jalan Ampang, 50450 Kuala 
Lumpur. • Pork-free • Four Seasons 
Hotel Kuala Lumpur • Dim sum

Opium KL
03-2142 5670 • 50, Changkat Bukit 
Bintang, Kuala Lumpur. • Casual Dining
• Oriental

Wan Chun Ting
03 2720 6688 • No. 6 – Jalan 
Damanlela, Bukit Damansara, 50490 
Kuala Lumpur. • Sofitel Kuala Lumpur 
Damansara Hotel • Dim Sum
• Casual Dining

Din Tai Fung Pavilion
03-2148 8292 • 168, Bukit Bintang 
Street, Bukit Bintang, 55100 Kuala 
Lumpur. • Dim Sim  • Casual Dining

Luk Yu Tea House
03 2782 3850  • Starhill Gallery 181, 
Jalan Bukit Bintang, 55100 Kuala 
Lumpur  •  Dim Sum  • Tea House
•  Casual Dining

Tao Chinese Cuisine
03-2782 6000  •  65, Jalan Ampang, 
50450 Kuala Lumpur  •  Intercontinental 
Hotel Kuala Lumpur  •  Oriental Cuisine
•  Casual Dining

Sunway Velocity Mall
Lingkaran SV, Sunway Velocity, 55100 
Kuala Lumpur. Tel: 03-2786 3970
Sunway Velocity Mall is earmarked to 
be the leading destination in KL South 
with its cutting-edge architecture, neo 
futuristic façade and contemporary 
interior. Built with connectivity in mind, 
the mall is easily accessible through 
major roads and highways and is 
well-serviced by public transportation 
including 1 LRT and 2 MRTs.
• 10am to 10pm

The LINC KL
360, Jalan Tun Razak, 50400  
Kuala Lumpur. Tel: 03-92130388
The LINC KL is an escape, a hideaway, a 
preferred destination for when you want 
to take a break from your busy life and 
reconnect with nature. It is a place full 
of such possibilities. Room for nature. 
Room for coming together. Room for 
celebration. Space to grow. Space to 
simply be yourself.
• 10am to 10pm

Shoppes at Four Seasons Place
145 Jalan Ampang, 50450  
Kuala Lumpur. Tel: 03-2391 9655
Shoppes at Four Seasons Place is an 
elegant showcase spanning over six 
levels of retail, restaurants, a boutique 
grocer, and more. Immerse yourself in 
seamless accessibility with your every 
convenience within comfort’s reach. 
Take your time to explore the collection 
of carefully curated brands uniquely 
housed amidst wide spaces, marble 
halls, and comfortable lounge areas. 
Strategically located in the Golden 
Triangle of Kuala Lumpur, the mall 
welcomes you to indulge in an idyllic 
experience.
• 10am to 10pm

Nadodi KL
03 2181 4334 • Lot 183, 1st Floor, Jalan 
Mayang, Off Jalan Yap Kwan Seng, 
50450 Kuala Lumpur. • Fine Dining 
• Pork-free

Qureshi Malaysia
03-2011 1007 • Ground Floor, East 
Wing, TPC Kuala Lumpur No 10, Jalan 
1/70D, Off Jalan Bukit Kiara, 60000 
Kuala Lumpur. •  Casual Dining
• Halal

Cé La Vi
03-2770 3360 • Ilham Tower, No 8, Jln 
Binjai, 50450 Kuala Lumpur • Pan-Asian
• Pork-free  • Casual Dining

Open House
03-2162 0888  • G48 Suria KLCC, 
Lakeside, 50888 Kuala Lumpur  
• Malaysian  • Pork-free
• Fine Dining

Barat Lifestyle Vegetarian 
Restaurant
010-288 2654  • 19, Lorong Kurau, 
Taman Bukit Pantai, 59100 Kuala Lumpur.
• Fusion Vegetarian Restaurant
• Casual Dining • Halal

Chez Gaston KL by Rendez-Vous
011-3993 0036 • 12G, Jalan Bangsar 
Utama 9, Bangsar, 59000 Kuala Lumpur.
• Non-halal  • Casual Dining

Entier French Dining
03-2268 3819  • Level 41 at Alila 
Bangsar No 58, Jalan Ang Seng, 
Brickfields, 50470 Kuala Lumpur.
• Pork-free  •  Fine Dining

Bistro à Table
03-7931 2831 • 6, Jalan 17/54, 
Seksyen 17, 46400 Petaling Jaya, 
Selangor. • Fine Dining • Pork-free

Contango
03-2785 8000 • 5, Jalan Sultan 
Hishamuddin, Tasik Perdana, 50000 
Kuala Lumpur • The Majestic Hotel KL 
• Pork-free  •  Casual Dining

Babe by Jeff Ramsay
013 209 1330  • 11th Floor, Work@
Clearwater, Changkat Semantan, 
Damansara Heights, 50490 Kuala 
Lumpur  • Fine Dining
• Pork-free

Huckleberry Food and Fare
03-2098 7933 • Plaza Damansara, 
Jalan Medan Setia 2, Bukit Damansara, 
50490 Kuala Lumpur  • Casual Dining
• Pork-free

Mr Chew’s Chino Latino
The Penthouse, WOLO, Bukit Bintang 
Street, 55100 Kuala Lumpur
+60 3-4065 0168

Marinis on 57
Level 57, Menara 3 Petronas, 
 Persiaran KLCC.
+60 3-2386 6030
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Four Seasons Hotel Kuala Lumpur
+603-2382 8888  .  Four Seasons Place, 
145, Jalan Ampang, 50450 Kuala Lumpur 
www.fourseasons.com .Yun House (Chi-
nese Restaurant) .Curate (All Day Dining) 
.Bar Trigona (Bar) .The Lounge At Four 
Seasons(International) .Pool Bar & Grill

W Kuala Lumpur
+603-2786 8888  .No. 121, Jalan 
Ampang, 50450 Kuala Lumpur 
www.mariott.com .Yen (Chinese 
Restaurant) .Flock (All Day Dining) 
.Woobar (Bar)

Four Seasons Hotel Kuala Lumpur
145, Jalan Ampang

03-2382 8888

Aloft Kuala Lumpur Sentral
03-2723 1000
Jalan Stesen Sentral

Nook (International), MAI Bar (Bar 
Menu), w xyz(SM) Bar (Cocktails & 
Snacks)    From RM270 - RM388
www.starwoodhotels.com/alofthotels

Philea Mines Beach Resort

Sama-Sama Hotel KLIA
03-8787 3333

Degrees (Int), Traveller’s Bar & Grill, 
Palmz Lounge (Wn) .  From RM570++
www.samasamahotels.com

Grand Hyatt Kuala Lumpur
03-2182 1234    Jalan Pinang
   KLCC    JP Teres (Malaysian), 
THIRTY8 (International), Poolside
From RM550 - RM5610
www.kualalumpur.grand.hyatt.com

Istana Negara, Jalan Duta
Located along Jalan Duta, it is the of-
ficial residence of Malaysia’s king since 
Nov 11, 2011.  Influenced by both Is-
lamic and traditional Malay architecture, 
this unique structure is the latest addition 
to the country’s architectural wonders.

Raja Chulan

03-2020 5499 03-2267 1111

Makana Restaurant

03-20201708

Pullman Kuala Lumpur

03-2162 2233

Flavours Restaurant (Int’l), Green 
Treats Delicatessen (Int’l), T@ste 6 
Restaurant (Int’l) . From470+

Tamarind Springs
03-4256 9300  .  Jalan 1 Taman 
Tun Abdul Razak, Ampang
Halal . Fine Dining

Nobu Kuala Lumpur
03-2164 5084  .  Menara 3 Petronas
Persiaran KLCC  .  Fine Dining

Fukuya Restaurant
03-2144 1022  .  9, Jalan Delima,  
Imbi, Kuala Lumpur .  Casual Dining

Haru Japanese Restaurant
03-2011 8783  .  124A, Jalan Kasah, 
Medan Damansara .  Casual Dining

Nippori Cafe
03-7733 8592  .  102 (First Floor), 
Empire Damansara, Jalan PJU 8/8, Da-
mansara Perdana, 47820 Petaling Jaya, 
Selangor .  Casual Dining

Yuzu
03-2284 7663  .  The Gardens,  
Mid Valley City .  Casual Dining

The St. Regis Kuala Lumpur
03-2727 1111  .  Jalan Stesen Sentral 2, 
Kuala Lumpur Sentral .  From RM850

Sofitel Kuala Lumpur Damansara
03-2720 6688  .  6, Jalan Damanlela, 
Bukit Damansara, 50490 Kuala Lumpur 
.  From RM330-RM820  . www.sofitel-
kualalumpur-damansara.com

Hotel Capitol Kuala Lumpur
03-21437000  .  Jalan Bulan Off  
Jalan Bukit Bintang  
.  www.capitol.com.my

Element by Westin Kuala Lumpur
03-2771 3388  .  Ilham Tower, 8, Jln 
Binjai, Kuala Lumpur, 50450 Kuala 
Lumpur .  Trace Restaurant & Bar .  
From RM343 . www.marriott.com 

Sunway Resort
+603 7492 8000 . Sunway Resort, 
Persiaran Lagoon, Bandar Sunway, 
47500 Selangor . www.sunwayhotels.
com . The Resort Cafe (All Day Dining)

Kokufu
Sri Pan Pacific KL

Villa Samadhi Kuala Lumpur
+603 2143 2300 . No. 8, Persiaran 
Madge Off Jalan Madge, 55000 Kuala 
Lumpur . www.villasamadhi.com.my 
. The Dining Room (All Day Dining)

Hilton KL
+603 2264 2264 . 3 Jalan Stesen 
Sentral, 50470 Kuala Lumpur 
. ww3.hilton.com . Chynna (Chinese 
Restaurant) . Vasco’s (All Day Dining) 
Graze (European) . Zeta Bar (Bar) 
. Iketeru (Japanese)

The Ruma Hotel and Residences
+60 3 2778 0888  . 7 Jalan Kia Peng, 
50450 Kuala Lumpur . www.theruma.
com . ATAS Modern Malaysian Eatery 
(Modern Malaysian) .  Santai Pool and 
Lounge . Seven Lobby Bar and Lounge 

Sheraton Petaling Jaya
+60 3 7622 8888  . Jalan Utara C, 
Petaling Jaya, 46200 Selangor 
. www.mariott.com/sheraton-petaling-
jaya . Yue (Chinese) . Feast (Interna-
tional) .  Miyabi (Japanese) .  Sala 
(Bar) .  Chime (cigar and whisky bar)

EQ 
+603 - 2789 7777 . Equatorial Plaza
Jalan Sultan Ismail 50250 Kuala Lum-
pur . Nipah . Kampachi
. www.eqkualalumpur.com

Sunway Pyramid Hotel
+603 7492 8000 . Persiaran Lagoon, 
Bandar Sunway, 47500 Selangor
.  The Resort Cafe, The Lobby Lounge, 
Cherootz

Tao (chi)

03-2782 6000

.OneSixFive(Japanese)

www.ihg.com

 
 

Sunway Resort
+603 7492 8000 . Sunway Resort, Per-
siaran Lagoon, Bandar Sunway, 47500 
Selangor . www.sunwayhotels.com . The 
Resort Cafe (All Day Dining)
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KL Lifestyle 
150 Jalan Maarof, 

59200 Bukit Bandaraya, Bangsar, 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Tel: +603 7932 0668
 Email: info@mediate.com.my

Craft Complex Craft Complex 
03- 2164 834403- 2164 8344
 Raja Chulan • 63, Jalan Conlay. •  Raja Chulan • 63, Jalan Conlay. • 

Showcases ethnic handicrafts, batik Showcases ethnic handicrafts, batik 
printing and pottery from the 13 states printing and pottery from the 13 states 
of Malaysia. • Opens 9am- 6pm daily. of Malaysia. • Opens 9am- 6pm daily. 
• E9 FREE• E9 FREE

Telekom MuseumTelekom Museum
03-2031 996603-2031 9966
 Raja Chulan • Jalan Raja Chulan  Raja Chulan • Jalan Raja Chulan 

• Displays interesting exhibits of • Displays interesting exhibits of 
  telephones and evolution of their   telephones and evolution of their 
  designs over the years.   designs over the years. 
• Opens 9am-5pm. Closed on Mondays • Opens 9am-5pm. Closed on Mondays 
• E6 FREE• E6 FREE

Sultan Abdul Samad BuildingSultan Abdul Samad Building
 Masjid Jamek • Jln Sultan  Masjid Jamek • Jln Sultan 

Hishamuddin • Also known as the Big Hishamuddin • Also known as the Big 
Ben of KL, this historical landmark and Ben of KL, this historical landmark and 
heritage building is well known for its heritage building is well known for its 
Moghul architecture dating back to Moghul architecture dating back to 
1897. Originally the offices of the Colonial 1897. Originally the offices of the Colonial 
Secretariat, it then housed the Supreme Secretariat, it then housed the Supreme 
Court. • E5Court. • E5

PETRONAS Twin Towers PETRONAS Twin Towers 
03- 2615 818803- 2615 8188

 KLCC • KL City Centre • The  KLCC • KL City Centre • The 
88-storey Petronas Twin Towers stand at 88-storey Petronas Twin Towers stand at 
451.9 metres. Seated in the heart of KL 451.9 metres. Seated in the heart of KL 
and amidst a 50-hectare landscaped and amidst a 50-hectare landscaped 
park, a skybridge on the 41st floor is park, a skybridge on the 41st floor is 
open to visitors between 9am-7pm open to visitors between 9am-7pm 
daily, closed on Monday • D8daily, closed on Monday • D8

03-2274 6542

03-2089 3400

MUSEUMS

RM 32 for adults and RM11 for children  RM 32 for adults and RM11 for children  
3 to 12 years old3 to 12 years old

03-2267 1111

03-2331 7007

03-2094 1222

03-9200 0039

Berjaya Times Square Theme Park
1 Jalan Imbi, Level 5 & 7, Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 03-2117 3118

Sunway Lagoon Theme Park
3 Jalan Pjs 11/11, Bandar Sunway,  
Petaling Jaya . Tel: 03-5639 0000

Skytropolis Indoor Theme Park
First World Plaza, Resorts World Genting,
Level 1, Genting Highlands, 69000 
Tel: 03-2718 1118

District 21
Level 1, IOI City Mall, Putrajaya
Tel: 03-8328 8888

CONTACT:

TO
ADVERTISE

IN
THIS

SPACE

BARATHAN AMUTHAN

P H O T O G RA P H E R

+60 12-244 6797
 IG : framesbybarathanamuthan

9am-6pm   F4

          Entry Mykad Holder 
- RM49(Adult), RM39 (Child), General 
Admission -  RM69 (Adult), RM59 (Child)

03-6200 1000
03-7967 3936

03-7957 4341

03-2092 7070

03-6187 8786

Casino De Genting
03-6101 1118

Flight Training
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TOURIST INFORMATION CENTRES
2A Putra World Trade Centre, Level 2, 45, Jalan Tun Ismail, 50480 Kuala Lumpur.  Tel: 03-4041 1295
4C Malaysia Tourism Centre (MTC), 109 Jalan Ampang, 50450 Kuala Lumpur.

Tel: 03-2164 3929
2E Stesen Sentral Kuala Lumpur, Lot 21, Level 2, Arrival Hall, Kuala Lumpur City Terminal,

Stesen KL Sentral, 50050 Kuala Lumpur.  Tel: 03-2274 3135

i

PLACES OF INTEREST
1C ASEAN Sculpture Garden
4D Bintang Walk
1D Bird Park
3C Bukit Nanas
2D Butter�y Park
2D Central Market
3D Chinatown
2D Dataran Merdeka
2D Dayabumi Complex
1D Deer Park
1C Experimental Theatre

1D Hibiscus Garden
2E Istana Negara (National Palace)
5C Kompleks Budaya Kraf
2C Masjid Jamek
3D Maybank Numismatic Museum
3C Menara Kuala Lumpur
3A National Art Gallery
5C National Heritage Trust
2D National History Museum
4A National Library
1C National Monument
2D National Mosque

1E National Museum
1E National Planetarium
3A National Theatre
1D Orchid Garden
1D Panggung Anniversari
2C Selangor Club
3E Stadium Merdeka
3D Stadium Negara
2D Sultan Abdul Samad Building
1D Tun Abdul Razak Memorial
2C Tunku Abdul Rahman Putra 

Memorial

MUSEUMS
5B ArtCase Galleries
5B ArtFolio Galleries
2C Bank Negara Money Museum
3A Biomedical Museum

5B Galleriwan 
2D Islamic Arts Museum Malaysia
2D Islamic Exhibition Centre
5A Malaysian Armed Forces Museum
5C MISC Museum

5A Royal Malaysian Air Force Museum
1D Royal Malaysian Police Museum
3C Telekom Museum
1D Tun Abdul Razak Memorial

BUS, TAXI, RAILWAY 
STATIONS, POST OFFICE

5B AAM (Automobile Association 
of Malaysia)

2D General Post O�ce
2E KL Sentral (main transport terminal)

2D Klang Bus Station
2E Kuala Lumpur Railway Station
4C Malaysia Airlines
2B Medan Mara Bus Station
2A Pekeliling Bus Station
3D Puduraya Bus & Taxi Station

2A Putra Bus Stand
2D Tra�c Polis HQ

STAR LRT Station
PUTRA LRT Station

HOSPITALS
3D Chinese Maternity Hospital

3A Kuala Lumpur Hospital
3A National Heart Institute

2D Tanglin Dispensary
3D Tung Shin Hospital

EMBASSIES
4B Australia
4B Bolivia
5B Britain
5B Finland

5B France
5D Indonesia
5C Japan
5D Kuwait
3C Mexico

4C New Zealand
3B Pakistan
5C Philippines
5C Singapore
5B United States of America

HOTELS
4D Agora Hotel
4D Allson Genesis Hotel
4D Berjaya Times Square Hotel
4D Bintang Warisan Hotel
4C Banyan Tree 

Hotel & Residence
1D Carcosa Seri Negara
5B Centra Hotel & Apartments
3C Chamtan
3D China Town Inn
3A City Villa Kuala Lumpur
4C Concorde Hotel

Kuala Lumpur
4D Corona Inn Kuala Lumpur
5B Corus Hotel Kuala Lumpur
4C Crown Plaza Mutiara Hotel
5B Crown Princess Kuala Lumpur
5D Dorsett Regency

Kuala Lumpur
2A Dynasty Hotel Kuala Lumpur
4D Emerald
3C Eastern
2A Elegant Inn
4D Federal Hotel Kuala Lumpur
2A First Business Inn
4D Fortuna Hotel
3D Furama Hotel

2B Grand Centrepoint Hotel
2B Grand Continental Hotel

2A Grand Paci�c Hotel
4D Grand Plaza Parkroyal
3A Grand Seasons Hotel
3C Hotel Champagne
4C Hotel Equatorial

Kuala Lumpur
4B Hotel Grand Maya
3D Hotel Grand Olympic

Kuala Lumpur
4C Hotel Istana
3E Hotel Malaya
5E Hotel Maluri
3E Hotel Midah
5B Hotel Nikko Kuala Lumpur
4D Hotel Nova
2A Hotel Putra
4D JW Marriott Hotel

Kuala Lumpur
3D Katari Hotel
4C KL Lodge Hotel
2C Kowloon Hotel
1E Kuala Lumpur Hilton
3A Kuala Lumpur International Hotel
1E Le Meridien

3E Mandarin Court Kuala Lumpur
4B Mandarin Oriental

Kuala Lumpur
3D Mandarin Paci�c Hotel
4D Melia Kuala Lumpur
5B Micasa Hotel
3E Mirama Hotel
4D Orkid Hotel

4C Pavilion Hotel Kuala Lumpur 

5C Pullman Kuala Lumpur
2B Prescott Inn
3D Puduraya Hotel
2B Quality Hotel City Centre
3C Renaissance Kuala Lumpur
2B Residence Hotel
4D Royale Bintang
4C Shangri-La Hotel
3B Sheraton Imperial
3B Stanford Hotel Kuala Lumpur
5B Sucasa Service Apartments
3D Swiss-Garden Hotel
3D Swiss-Inn Kuala Lumpur

4D The Coronade Hotel
4C Traders Hotel Kuala Lumpur

Kuala Lumpur
2E The Heritage Station Hotel
2A The Legend Hotel
4C The RuMa Hotel & Residences

2B The Plaza Hotel Kuala Lumpur
5D The Ritz-Carlton
2A Vistana Hotel Kuala Lumpur
5E Wenworth Hotel
4D Westin Hotel
2A Wira Hotel Kuala Lumpur
2E Wisma YMCA
3D YWCA
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ENTERTAINMENT/SHOPPING
5B Ampang Plaza
4D Berjaya Times Square
3A Big A Supermarket
4D Fahrenheit88
2C Campbell Shopping Complex
5B City Square
2C Coliseum Restaurant
2E Duty Free Emporium

4D Imbi Plaza
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4D Shaw Parade
3D Kota Raya
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4D Pudu Cinema
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Heineken Marketing Malaysia Sdn. Bhd. Company No. 196501000156 (5971-D) 
Sungei Way Brewery, Lot 1135, Batu 9, Jalan Klang Lama, 46000 Petaling Jaya, Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia.
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9 MRT LALUAN SUNGAI BULOH - KAJANG
MRT SUNGAI BULOH - KAJANG LINE

10 Dalam
pembinaan
UNDER CONSTRUCTION

KTM LALUAN TERMINAL SKYPARK
KTM TERMINAL SKYPARK LINE

Penumpang perlu keluar daripada bangunan
stesen untuk pertukaran ke laluan yang lain.*

Penumpang TIDAK PERLU keluar daripada
bangunan stesen untuk pertukaran ke laluan
yang lain. *

Stesen Pertukaran

Interchange Station

Passengers are required to exit station building
to switch lines.*

Passengers are NOT REQUIRED to exit
station building to switch lines. *

*

*

Penumpang digalakkan untuk menggunakan kad MyRapid Touch ‘n 
Go (bagi laluan rel Rapid KL) atau kad Touch ‘n Go semasa 
menggunakan perkhidmatan tren bagi perkiraan tambang yang lebih 
rendah dan pertukaran yang lebih lancar di stesen pertukaran.
Penumpang yang menggunakan tiket/token sehala yang ingin 
membuat pertukaran ke laluan lain di stesen pertukaran adalah 
tertakluk pada arahan penggunaan yang ditetapkan seperti yang 
berikut:
- membuat pertukaran di stesen pertukaran selepas keluar dari pintu  
 automatik
- mendapatkan tiket/token sehala baharu di mesin jualan tiket (TVM)  
 yang telah disediakan sebelum membuat pertukaran.  

Passengers are advised to use MyRapid Touch ‘n  Go (for Rapid KL rail 
lines) or Touch ‘n Go cards during their journey on the train to enjoy 
lower fares and convenience of switching line(s) at interchange 
station(s).
Passengers with one-way tickets/tokens that need to switch to other 
lines at the interchange station is subject to user instructions as below:
- change lines at interchange station after exiting the automatic gate
- purchase new one-way tickets/tokens at Ticket Vending
Machines (TVM) before switching lines.

Sultan Ismail dan Medan Tuanku
Beli token untuk perjalanan hingga stesen Sultan Ismail (jika dari Laluan LRT Ampang / Sri Petaling) dan stesen Medan Tuanku (jika 
dari Laluan Monorel KL). Keluar dari stesen destinasi tersebut dan beli token perjalanan baharu untuk memasuki stesen sambungan. 

KL Sentral (LRT Laluan Kelana Jaya), KL Sentral (Laluan Monorel KL) dan Muzium Negara (MRT Laluan Sg Buloh-Kajang)
Beli token untuk perjalanan hingga stesen KL Sentral atau Muzium Negara (di laluan di mana anda berada).
Keluar dari stesen destinasi tersebut dan beli token perjalanan baharu untuk memasuki stesen sambungan. 

Dang Wangi dan Bukit Nanas

NOTA :

Beli token untuk perjalanan hingga stesen Dang Wangi (jika dari LRT Laluan Kelana Jaya) dan stesen Bukit Nanas (jika dari
Laluan Monorel KL). Keluar dari stesen destinasi tersebut dan beli token perjalanan baharu untuk memasuki stesen sambungan. 

Air Asia - Bukit Bintang (Laluan Monorel KL) dan Bukit Bintang (MRT Laluan Sg Buloh-Kajang)
Beli token untuk perjalanan hingga stesen Air Asia - Bukit Bintang (jika dari Laluan Monorel KL) dan stesen Bukit Bintang (jika dari MRT
Laluan Sg Buloh - Kajang). Keluar dari stesen destinasi tersebut dan beli token perjalanan baharu untuk memasuki stesen sambungan. 

Sultan Ismail and Medan Tuanku
Purchase tokens up to Sultan Ismail (if from LRT Ampang / Sri Petaling Lines) and Medan Tuanku (if from KL Monorail Line).
Exit station upon arrival and purchase another new token to enter connecting station.

Dang Wangi and Bukit Nanas
Purchase tokens up to Dang Wangi (if from LRT Kelana Jaya Line) and Bukit Nanas (if from KL Monorail Line).
Exit station upon arrival and purchase another new token to enter connecting station.

KL Sentral (LRT Kelana Jaya Line), KL Sentral (KL Monorail Line) and Muzium Negara (MRT Sg Buloh-Kajang Line).
Purchase tokens up to KL Sentral or Muzium Negara (on the current line you are on).
Exit station upon arrival and purchase another new token to enter connecting station.
Air Asia - Bukit Bintang (KL Monorail Line) and Bukit Bintang (MRT Sg Buloh-Kajang Line).
Purchase tokens up to Air Asia - Bukit Bintang (if from KL Monorail Line) and Bukit Bintang (if from 
MRT Sg Buloh-Kajang Line). Exit station upon arrival and purchase another new token to enter connectiing station.

Sila ikut langkah berikut apabila menggunakan stesen sambungan Rapid KL :
 

Bagi pengguna kad MyRapid Touch ‘n Go, tambang akan ditolak berdasarkan perjalanan anda. For MyRapid Touch ‘n Go card users, fare will be deducted accordingly as you travel.

NOTE :
Please observe the following steps for journey between Rapid KL connecting stations :-
 

KAJANG

Sungai Gadut
Rembau
Tampin
Batang Melaka

(Lapangan Terbang
Sultan Abdul Aziz Shah)

Kajang 2

Ecocity 

Akan datang.
Stesen Projek
Laluan Terminal Skypark
COMING SOON. STATIONS ON
TERMINAL SKYPARK LINE
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TERMINAL
SKYPARK

10

10
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SUBANG
JAYA

2 1

2

(Akan Datang  COMING SOON)

(Akan Datang  COMING SOON)
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Tun Razak
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Therapy from the comfort of your home

Like and follow our facebook page 
themindconsultant.my

Contact us now: 
themindconsultant.com

online counselling service. Seek online counsellinng from the comfort of your home today.
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